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Treatment strategies for the mutilated dentition
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Emeritus University of Berne

A generation ago, complex cases either ended up in being trea-

ted with full dentures or with elaborate prosthetic reconstruc-

tions on few abutment teeth with reduced periodontal

support, but completely healthy periodontal tissues.

It is evident that such treatment was successful and enjoys

high success and survival rates on a long term basis, but it

was expensive and required enormous skills of the practising

dentist.

Treatment planning of comprehensive and complex cases

requires a number of principles to strictly follow to reach an

optimal treatment goal. In order to define such a goal, the first

habit of being proactive requires the definition of a mission

statement: This means that the treatment should satisfy the

patient’s needs for esthetics and function … under healthy

conditions. Utilizing the third habit of first things first means

for the treatment plan to first determine a single-tooth pre-

therapeutic prognosis by asking the following three questions:

Which teeth or roots (1) have a secure prognosis? (2) have a

doubtful prognosis? or (3) are ‘irrational to treat’? The first cat-

egory needs relatively little investment, while the second cate-

gory may require substantial therapy to reach the status of

‘secure’ prognosis after initial and periodontal therapy. The

third category are teeth with a hopeless prognosis and hence,

are irrational to treat. No therapy is rendered for these teeth

and they are extracted during initial phase of periodontal ther-

apy. With this concept, treatment planning will be guided by

a pretherapeutic risk assessment of every single tooth. More-

over, the degree of therapy needed is known from the start.

The treatment plan will strictly follow four phases: (1) the

Systeic phase, (2) the Hygienic phase, (3) the corrective phase

and (4) the maintenance phase. Infection control in the oral

cavity is the key to successful outcomes.

In the latest two decades, oral implants have revolutionized

reconstructive dentistry. Implants are chosen (1) to improve

subjective chewing comfort, (2) to preserve natural tooth sub-

stance and existing satisfactory reconstructions and (3) to

replace strategically important missing teeth. Implants should

now be installed after diligent treatment planning. It is not

the number of inserted implants that guarantees a successfully

completed treatment plan, but the concept that the sequellae

of oral diseases represent the sequellae of opportunistic

infections and hence, these have to be controlled before

implant abutments are installed.

A comprehensive treatment approach where implants are con-

sidered to simplify rather than to complicate the reconstruc-

tion of the periodontally compromised dentition will be

presented. Based on the evidence available from systematic

reviews (Pjetursson et al. 2004, Tan et al. 2004, Lang et al.

2004, Pjetursson et al. 2009) on the longevity of reconstruc-

tions, appropriate tooth or implant supported reconstructions

will be chosen fulfilling the patients’ needs for individually

optimal function and esthetics.

Objectives: The reviews were: to assess and compare the

5- and 10-year survival of different types of tooth-supported

and implant-supported fixed dental prosthesis (FDPs) and sin-

gle crowns (SCs) and to describe the incidence of biological

and technical complications.

Methods: Three electronic searches complemented by manual

searching were conducted to identify prospective and

retrospective cohort studies on FDPs and SCs with a mean fol-

low-up time of at least 5 years. Patients had to have been

examined clinically at the follow-up visit.

Failure and complication rates were analyzed using random-

effects Poisson’s regression models to obtain summary esti-

mates of 5- and 10-year survival proportions.

Results: Meta-analysis of the included studies indicated an

estimated 5-year survival of conventional tooth-supported

FDPs of 93.8%, cantilever FDPs of 91.4%, solely implant sup-

ported FDPs of 95.2%, combined tooth-implant-supported

FDPs of 95.5% and implant supported SCs of 94.5%. More-

over, after 10 years of function the estimated survival

decreased to 89.2% for conventional FDPs, to 80.3% for canti-

lever FDPs, to 86.7% for implant-supported FDPs, to 77.8%

for combined tooth-implant-supported FDPs and to 89.4% for

implant-supported SCs. Despite high survival rates, 38.7% the

patients with implant-supported FDPs had some complica-

tions after the 5-year observation period. This is compared

with 15.7% for conventional FDPs and 20.6% for cantilever

FDPs, respectively. For conventional tooth-supported FDPs,

the most frequent complications were biological complica-

tions like caries and loss of pulp vitality. Compared with

tooth-supported FDPs, the incidence of technical complica-

tions was significantly higher for the implant-supported recon-

structions. The most frequent technical complications were

fractures of the veneer material (ceramic fractures or chip-

ping), abutment or screw loosening and loss of retention.

Conclusion: On the basis of the results of the present system-

atic review, planning of prosthetic rehabilitations should pref-

erentially include conventional end abutment tooth-supported

FDPs, solely implant-supported FDPs or implant-supported

SCs. Only for reasons of anatomical structures or patient-cen-

tred preferences and as a second option should cantilever

tooth supported FDPs or FDPs supported by combination of

implants and teeth be chosen.
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Relationship between prosthetic margin and gum
tissue

I. Loi
Private Practice in Cagliari, Italy

Over the years, vertical preparation – conceived initially for

the treatment of teeth subject to resectioning due to periodon-

tal pathologies – has shown itself also to be a valid prosthetic

approach for periodontally healthy elements. This evolution of

vertical preparation, called BOPT (Biologically Oriented Prepa-

ration Technique), leverages the elimination of the existing

finishing lines or of the cementoenamel junction in order to

reposition the closure margin at what is considered the most

appropriate point, altering the coronal profile in accordance

with morphologies of high aesthetic value. Specifically, the

preservation of the clot and its stabilisation in structured soft

tissue result in a thickening of the tissue that enhances its

stability over time thanks also to the reduction of the space in

the tooth-crown interface, due to the vertical geometry.

BOPT has also shown itself to be effective in prosthetics on

implants, basing its approach on a vertical post on which the

temporary crowns shape the tissue in line with the aesthetic

treatment plan. The advantage of this approach, when applied

to implants, lies in the long-term conservation of the peri-

implant tissue, probably attributable to an improvement of

the epithelial seal, but also to the elimination of prosthetic

manoeuvres (screwing and unscrewing operations, replace-

ment of the temporary post with the permanent post) generat-

ing micromovements that compromise osseointegration, as

demonstrated by the international literature. When possible,

this approach, referred to as ‘one-abutment one-time’, can also

be carried out alongside platform switching, with the inten-

tion of achieving the best result both in terms of the conserva-

tion of the peri-implant complex and in terms of the

aesthetics.

The course, which will be based on a wide selection of clinical

images, illustrates the various phases of the preparation pro-

cess, both on natural teeth and on implant posts, supporting

both fields of application with a wealth of clinical cases with

follow-ups of up to 15 years. Of particular interest are the bor-

derline cases – which are difficult to resolve with traditional

techniques that involve the finishing line – and previous failed

treatment attempts, finally resolved and stabilised for the long

term with BOPT.

Plenary Session 1
What have We Learned in
30 Years of Implant Surgery?

3
Strategies of implant placement after tooth
extraction. Advantages and disadvantages

M. Sanz Alonso
Complutense University, Madrid, Spain

It is well established that tooth extraction will result in an api-

co-coronal as well as bucco-lingual reduction of the alveolar

ridge, mostly in the buccal aspects of the extraction site. In order

to avoid this physiological bone loss some clinicians have advo-

cated for different treatment protocols, such as the immediate

installation of implants in fresh extraction sockets or ridge pres-

ervation procedures Different experimental and clinical studies

have evaluated the efficacy of these therapeutic concepts on

different outcomes, such as: implant survival, bone crest altera-

tions and aesthetic results. This presentation will review this

scientific evidence and clinical recommendations will be given

depending on the clinical situation and the risk factors involved.

4
Dimensional changes of alveolar bone following
tooth extraction

N. P. Lang1,2

1Universities of Zurich, Hong Kong and London, 2Professor

Emeritus University of Berne

Following tooth extraction the alveolar ridge is undergoing a ser-

ies of biological processes with the aim of modeling and remod-

eling the alveolar socket left. After extraction of a tooth, all

structures associated embryologically with the tooth are no

longer in function and hence, will be lost. These include all

aspects of the periodontium, i.e. root cementum, periodontal

ligament fibers and bundle bone superposed on the alveolar cres-

tal bone. The loss of the bundle bone will result in a substantial

loss of the buccal bony plate rendering the volume of the alveo-

lar ridge inadequate for implant placement in many instances.

Even the placement of an implant into the extraction socket is

unable to prevent the resorption of the buccal bony plate.

Recently, a systematic review of the dimensional changes of

soft and hard tissues observed following tooth extraction has

been published (Tan et al. 2012). The content of this review is

depicted as follows:

Background: Removal of teeth results in both horizontal and

vertical changes of hard and soft tissue dimensions. The mag-

nitude of these changes is important for decision-making and

comprehensive treatment planning, with provisions for possi-

ble solutions to expected complications during prosthetic

rehabilitation.
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Objectives: To review all English dental literature to assess

the magnitude of dimensional changes of both the hard and

soft tissues of the alveolar ridge up to 12 months following

tooth extraction in humans and animals.

Methods: An electronic MEDLINE and CENTRAL search

complemented by manual searching was conducted to identify

randomized controlled clinical trials and prospective cohort

studies on hard and soft tissue dimensional changes after

tooth extraction. Only studies reporting on undisturbed post-

extraction dimensional changes relative to a fixed reference

point over a clearly stated time period were included. Assess-

ment of the identified studies and data extraction was per-

formed independently by two reviewers. Data collected were

reported by descriptive methods. Weighted means and percent-

ages of the dimensional changes over time were calculated.

Results: The search provided 3954 titles and 238 abstracts.

Full text analysis was performed for 104 articles resulting in

20 human and six animal studies that met the inclusion crite-

ria. In human hard tissue, horizontal dimensional reduction

(3.79 � 0.23 mm) was more than vertical reduction

(1.24 � 0.11 mm on buccal, 0.84 � 0.62 mm on mesial and

0.80 � 0.71 mm on distal sites) at 6 months. Percentage verti-

cal dimensional change was 11–22% at 6 months. Percentage

horizontal dimensional change was 32% at 3 months, and

29–63% at 6–7 months. Soft tissue changes demonstrated

0.4–0.5 mm gain of thickness at 6 months. Horizontal dimen-

sional changes of hard and soft tissue (1.3 mm at 3 months

and 5.1 mm at 12 months) was more substantial than vertical

change (loss 0.8 mm to gain 0.4 mm). In animals, horizontal

buccal bone loss was more marked than lingual bone loss.

Rapid changes within the first 2 months were followed by

gradual decrease up to 12 months.

Conclusions: Human studies showed horizontal bone loss of

29–63% and vertical bone loss of 11–22% after 6 months fol-

lowing tooth extraction. Both human and animal studies dem-

onstrated rapid reductions in the first 3–6 months that was

followed by gradual reductions in dimensions thereafter.

5
Treatment of severely compromised teeth:
indications, limits and alternative treatments

P. Cortellini1,2

1Private Practice, Firenze, Italy, 2ERGOPERIO, Switzerland

Untreated periodontal diseases cause the progressive deteriora-

tion of the supporting apparatus of teeth. Periodontal therapy

is efficacious in arresting most of periodontitis. However, the

anatomic outcomes of periodontal destruction can be

advanced and severe to a point that the prognosis of affected

teeth becomes unfair or negative. Periodontal regeneration is a

predictable treatment modality supported by ample scientific

evidence efficacious in the treatment of intrabony defects

from shallow to very deep. Its efficacy has been demonstrated

with histologic studies and clinical trials. Goals of regenera-

tive therapy are pocket reduction through attachment and

bone gain with minimal gingival recession. Ideally, this treat-

ment approach could satisfy the desires of patients in terms of

increase of functional support and preservation of the aes-

thetic appearance. In addition, the possibility to change the

prognosis of severely compromised dental units renders it pos-

sible to retain natural teeth avoiding their replacement with

teeth- or implant-supported reconstructions. Retaining natural

teeth constitutes a biologic and economic advantage for the

patient in the short and long term run. Today regenerative

therapy can be well considered a predictable and efficient

treatment approach. Moreover, the recent minimally invasive

surgical techniques have greatly reduced invasivity, side

effects and surgical chair-time, and, as a consequence,

improved the cost benefit ratio for the patient.

6
Scientific evidences and clinical opinions

D. Botticelli
ARDEC Ariminum Odontologica, Rimini, Italy

Clinical opinions are often based on personal experience rather

than on scientific evidence. However, various studies have

been performed and provide the necessary evidence for clinical

practice. For instance, it is well know that sinus mucosa holds

mesenchymal osteogenic progenitor cells that may contribute

to bone formation after sinus floor elevation (Gruber et al.

2004; Srouji et el. 2009, 2010). Nevertheless, in an experimen-

tal study in monkeys it was shown, however, that the Schne-

iderian membrane is unable to contribute in bone formation

during the first month of healing (Scala et al. 2010, 2012).

Moreover, it had been suggested that a buccal bony width of

about 2 mm may present a significantly lower marginal bone

loss compared to sites with thinner bony plates following

tooth extraction (Spray et al. 2000). In an experiment in dogs,

however, it was demonstrated that a width of the buccal bony

wall of 1 or 2 mm at implant sites yielded similar results after

3 months of healing in relation of hard tissue and soft tissues

dimensions after implant installation (Baffone et al. 2013).

A third example is the ‘platform switching’ concept intro-

duced (Lazzara & Porter 2006) and tested in several clinical

(for review, see L�opez-Mar�ı et al. 2009; Atieh et al. 2010; An-

nibali et al. 2012) and experimental studies (e.g. Farronato et

al. 2012; Baffone et al. 2011, 2012). This concept consists of a

mismatch between the diameters of implant and the abut-

ment, the abutment diameter being smaller than that of the

implant. In an experimental study in dogs it was shown, how-

ever, that there was practically no effect on the maintenance

of bone levels with a mismatch of 0.25 mm, while an obvious

positive effect was observed with a mismatch of 0.85 mm.

A different approach to the ‘platform switching’ concept has

been recently explored. It included the use of implants with a

reduced diameter immediately below the coronal margin (Bres-

san et al. 2014). This use of implants with a reduced diameter

in their coronal aspect contributed to the preservation of the

buccal bony crest and the maintenance of the peri-implant
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soft tissues in a more coronal level compared to conventional

implant dimensions.

Controversies existed as to the role of the presence/ absence of

keratinized mucosa around implants. By some authors, a kera-

tinized mucosa thickness of <2.0 mm is considered as being

insufficient for the maintenance of the marginal level of the

peri-implant bone after transmucosal abutment connection

(Zigdon & Machtei 2008; Linkevicius et al. 2009; Schrott et al.

2009; Vervaeke et al. 2012; Boynuegri et al. 2012). Neverthe-

less, the marginal bony level may well be maintained for long

periods of time regardless of the quality of the soft tissue sur-

rounding the implants (Bengazi et al. 1996; Hermann et al

2000; Palmer et al 2000, Wennstr€om et al 2005; Botticelli et al.

2008; Cecchinato et al. 2008; Chang et al. 2010). In an experi-

ment in dogs the influence on the alveolar bony crest level of

the presence or absence of keratinized mucosa had been inves-

tigated (Bengazi et al. 2014). It was concluded that a higher

alveolar buccal bony crest resorption and a more apical soft tis-

sue marginal position should be expected, when implants were

surrounded with thin alveolar mucosa at the time of installa-

tion, independently of the thickness of the buccal bony crest.

Modified implant surfaces have been introduced claiming their

capabilities of accelerating osseointegration. While the primary

stability was provided by pristine bone, osseointegration only

occurred after the substitution of a surface layer of old bone

with newly appositioned bone (Lang et al. 2011; Bosshardt et

al. 2011; Rossi et al. 2013).

The examples of animal experimental studies above reported

clearly demonstrated the value of experimental research in the

exploration of novel therapeutic concepts and the validation of

known concepts through careful hypothesis testing.

Plenary Session 2
What Have We Learned in 30 Years
of Implant Prosthodontics?

7
The post-extractive implant: scientific and
clinical evidence

M. G. Grusovin
Cochrane Reviewer and Private Practice, Gorizia, Italy

Just like patients, dentists are looking for the treatment that,

with the greatest simplicity and predictability, is able to

resolve the issues to be faced. Implantology is becoming

increasingly popular in clinical practice as a therapeutic solu-

tion, and over the years has tended towards greater simplifica-

tion. The immediate post-extractive implant is aligned with

this tendency, as it is geared towards reducing the number of

surgical operations and, if combined with immediate loading,

allows the patient to have a permanent tooth replacement

straight away. But can it lead to greater problems than a

traditional technique? How do the results shape up over time,

particularly in aesthetic terms? To answer these questions, it

is important to take account of the success, complications and

aesthetic result of the immediate post-extractive implant with

respect to the other options at our disposal, starting from an

examination of whether or not it is actually necessary to

extract the tooth, in light of the available periodontal tech-

niques. We will conduct an analysis of the current scientific

evidence on this topic, with reference to clinical cases, sum-

marising the data we have that compares the immediate post-

extractive implant with delayed implant insertion, as well as

the data that considers the matter of whether or not to

increase the post-extractive sites, whether or not to submerge

the implant, and whether or not to carry out immediate load-

ing. We will evaluate the clinical issues relating to immediate

implant insertion and the proposals for resolving those issues,

taking as our starting point the examination of the site and

going on to consider the instruments that could simplify the

surgical approach. The report will, then, provide an overview

of current understanding, making it possible to make an

informed therapeutic decision, which must always take into

account the experience of the operator, the clinical case in

question and the preferences of the patient, who must be

made aware of the possible results.

8
Implantoprosthetic treatment plans in different
premaxilla atrophy levels

M. Csonka1,2

1Private Practice, Catania, Italy, and 2University of Catania, Italy

An anterior maxilla that requires the placement of dental

implants always poses a diagnostic problem for the surgeon.

Alveolar resorpion following trauma, extractions or cronical

infection often results in a deficient ridge in relation with the

required aesthetic result.

When the bone volume is inadequate, several different surgi-

cal techniques may be used to reconstruct the bone loss prior

or during implant insertion. Ridge augmentation procedures

include bone grafting, tridimensional bone reconstruction, os-

teotome tecnique and split crest technique.

The morphology of an endosseous defect in an important con-

sideration in choosing the correct augmentation technique.

The Osteotome tecnique performed with the Magnetic Mallet

allows to augment laterally the moderate thin crest through

minimal traumatic implant site preparation and simultaneous

implant placement.

When the alveolar crest is very thin, the best surgical choice

is the Split Crest technique, now available in the Magnetic

version. Using the correct protocol, the split of very thin

crests is now predictable also for the general implantologist.

If the crest has also a vertical deficiency, split crest or osteo-

tome techniques are not indicated, and a tridimensional bone

augmentation must be done. The classical autologous bone

block technique is a very predictable device in the aesthetic
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zone, but is very uncomfortable for the patient and trouble-

some for the surgeon. The tridimensional bone reconstruction

using a titanium mesh is a very predictable technique and the

exposure rate is very low compared to the gore-tex one’s. Clin-

ical and histological results may be obtained if the soft tissue

management is correct.

9
Prosthetic emergence profiles in the integration
of gum tissue

I. Loi
Private Practice, Cagliari, Italy

The management and stabilisation of soft tissues has always

been one of the main focuses of interest not only in periodon-

tology but also in conservative odontology. In recent years,

implantology, too, has begun to reconsider the role of soft tis-

sues, no longer viewing them simply as a coating for hard tis-

sue – rather, soft tissues are being placed once again at the

heart of the debate as a vital, active complex in the preserva-

tion of the underlying biological structures. In this regard, the

BOPT (Biologically Oriented Preparation Technique) approach

to soft tissues is to develop profiles of adaptation towards

prosthetics that are obtained via gradual shaping and model-

ling around temporary crowns on vertically prepared posts,

completely eliminating the pre-existing cementoenamel junc-

tion or, in the case of prosthetics on implants, avoiding any

finishing line on the posts.

This practice affords numerous advantages in comparison with

more conventional approaches, both in terms of results and in

terms of the efficiency of the operations involved. With a view

to demonstrating the medium and long-term benefits achieved

over the course of the long clinical experience of the use of

BOPT – whose operational features are the subject of the pre-

congress course – numerous clinical cases will be presented

and richly illustrated. The follow-up for many of these cases

extends beyond 15 years. Alongside cases treated from the

outset with BOPT, the presentation will also encompass clini-

cal cases previously treated with conventional techniques, the

failure of which has been very successfully resolved with ver-

tical preparations and temporary crowns that are able to shape

the tissue in accordance with the aesthetic treatment plan.

10
What have we learned about implant prostheses
in 30 years

G. Calesini
Private Practice, Rome, Italy

In the last 30 years implants have revolutionised the para-

digms used in formulating dental treatment plans; during

these years the initial enthusiasm, typical of beginners, has

been mitigated by the experience acquired from direct clinical

experience.

Experience, which often coincides with professional maturity,

comes from having passed through a series of events that have

brought an enriched knowledge and moral growth.

Learning is a process that implies effort and constant applica-

tion, study, practice and repeated exercise: popular proverbs

tell us that ‘we learn by our mistakes’, or ‘we learn by doing’,

but above all ‘only those who do nothing don’t make mis-

takes’ or again, ‘no one is born knowing everything’.

Experience is therefore synonymous with the skill acquired

through the familiarity with and constant application of a par-

ticular technique or profession, but, unfortunately, experience

is also making the same mistake again and again, so fre-

quently that it becomes a routine. So experience does not nec-

essarily coincide with the competence that is the hallmark of

those who act responsibly, according to criteria based on clini-

cal variables, following scientifically and clinically recognised

approaches in planning and carrying out a service that is tech-

nically valid and ethically correct.

Professional competence is built on every event that has

enabled us to experiment a particular clinical aspect, for

example a complex clinical case, a stimulating success, a

crushing failure…

The speaker will discuss some particularly important concep-

tual and technical aspects of modern implantoprosthesis relat-

ing to the treatment plan, to certain clinical phases and to

follow-up.

11
Evaluation of therapeutical choices in implant
prosthodontics

P. Vigolo
Private Practice, Vicenza, Italy

In the past 30 years Implant Dentistry has been characterized

by the development of new surgical and prosthetic protocols.

The success of an implant is not exclusively due to its osseo-

integration but also to its proper use as an abutment for the

final restoration and its aesthetical successful outcome. All

steps of the implant protocol, from the formulation of a proper

treatment plan to the various clinical procedures (surgical and

prosthetic techniques) are the subjects of many studies pub-

lished in recent international literature. This presentation will

describe these results with particular emphasis placed on pros-

thetic aspects of an implant treatment. It will be discussed

the choice between cemented and screw retained prosthesis,

the accuracy of the prosthetic components, the material of the

implant abutments, the impression and the master models

techniques, the diameter of the implants used, the need to

splint or not multiple adjacent implants.

© The Authors
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Plenary Session 3
Prosthodontics. New Horizons in
Implant Prosthodontics

12
Considerations of the longevity in implant-
supported prostheses manufactured by CAD/
CAM

T. Iijima
Tokyo Dental College, Tokyo, Japan

The ultimate goal of implant treatment is initially to gain

osseointegration and to load superstructure, but in these days

it is not only required to be aesthetic but also long-term func-

tion of the implant superstructure. To meet these require-

ments and achieve long-term clinical success, I would like to

talk about the selection of implant and superstructure with

clinical cases. Especially, the development of CAD/CAM and

its materials in late years needs to be combined with the pro-

duction of superstructure suited to implant. So, I would like

to turn our attention to the best suited superstructure for

implant and to find out what is possible by using CAD/CAM.

Also implant itself has been changed due to the use of new

CAD/CAM and its superstructure materials. I plan to deliver

a talk on the feature, indication and fabrication of the new

implant superstructure caused by these changes. Specifically, I

plan to speak about the newest CAD/CAM technology and

solution for the following issues reported at Kyushu Implant

Research Group; (1) Implantitis which is the most frequent

complications in implant. (2) Fracture of the superstructure

which is the second most frequent complications. (3) Loose-

ness of the implant which is the third most frequent compli-

cations, and so on. In particular, the weakness of CAD/CAM

is handling implantitis, therefore, I plan to talk on the method

leading to successful implant treatment by skillfully using the

implant superstructure (DAP: Directly Adhered Prosthesas)

which applies IAT (Intra-oral Adhesive Technique) for solving

its weak point. I would think that putting CAD/CAM and its

materials to practical use of implant superstructure allows the

further evolution of implant treatment in the future.

13
Digital solution with functional analysis to
optimize implant restoration

K. Umehara
Tokyo Dental College, Tokyo, Japan

To optimize implant restorations for patients with occlusal prob-

lems, it is very important to diagnose accurately and make treat-

ment plan using cone-beam computerized tomography (CBCT)

scan, 3-dimensional (3D) simulation software, and computer-

aided design/computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) data.

Simulation software utilizing three-dimensional data from

CBCT scan have made huge progress in recent years. This is

particularly helpful for dentists to decide the implant position

and fabricate the surgical guides and select abutments based on

the final supra-structure.

In addition, the information from the simulation software is

beneficial in designing the occlusal plane, as bone and soft tis-

sue data can be utilized instead of clinical experiences or visual

inspection.

Comparative analysis of occlusal plane of pre-operative and pro-

visional restorations with mandibular tracking device will allow

CAD/CAM systems to fabricate the final prosthesis avoiding

occlusal interference. There are two goals in using new digital

solutions. First, by using digital assessment of anatomy and

physiological jaw movement, dentists with less experience may

be able to achieve similar outcome with the ones with more

experience. Second is to aid in an evaluation of the treatment

10 years later or more. Keeping digital data should help analyze

the prognoses, possibly leading to better treatment options.

14
The impression in implant prosthodontics:
what’s new?

D. Andreoni1,2

1Private Practice, Vimercate, MB and Milan, Italy, 2University of

Milan, Italy

A dental impression is a negative imprint of an oral structure

used to produce a positive replica of the structure for use as a

permanent record or in the production of a dental restoration

or prosthesis.1 Since the accuracy of the impression affects the

accuracy of the definitive cast, an accurate impression is

essential to fabricate a prosthesis with good fit. An inaccurate

impression may result in prosthesis misfit, which may lead to

mechanical and/or biological complications.

Screw loosening, screw fracture, implant fracture, and occlusal

inaccuracy have been reported as mechanical complications

arising from prosthesis misfit.2–7 Biologically, marginal dis-

crepancy from misfit may cause unfavorable soft and/or hard

tissue reactions due to increased plaque accumulation.8–10

Even though obtaining absolute passive fit is practically

impossible, 11 minimizing the misfit to prevent possible com-

plications is a generally accepted goal of prosthodontic

implant procedures.

To date, various implant impression techniques, such as

splint, pickup, and transfer techniques, have been introduced

and investigated for accuracy. Other factors related to the

accuracy of the implant impression, including the angulation

or depth of implants, have also been studied.

However, the results were not always consistent, and various

studies reported greater accuracy with different impression

techniques. Our purposes is to investigate the accuracy of

reported implant impression techniques and to examine the

clinical factors affecting the implant impression accuracy.
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Will be evaluated the indication to utilize newer impression

techniques such as the snapfit and pull-up.

15
Optimizing aesthetic results by plasma cleaning
of prosthetic components

L. Canullo
Independent Researcher and Private Practice, Rome, Italy

Literature revision allows to demonstrate the background of

the platform switching, investigating the biologic concept

behind the clinic behavior. In fact, clinical and radiographic

long term results demonstrated that this concept is applicable

to reduce peri-implant bone remodeling. Histological experi-

ments allowed to clarify the reason of such a positive tissue

response: a different disposition of the connective component

of the so called ‘biologic width’ allows a walling-off function

on the underlying hard tissues.

Analyzing this histologic aspect, to fully exploit potential

positive behavior of platform switching, a new minimally

invasive prosthetic approach can be adopted (one abutment-

one time). Such protocol is based on reducing dis/re-connec-

tion of the implant/abutment complex and allows to reduce

the micro-damages to the connective component, preventing

the epithelial down-growth and bone resorption.

However, abutment positioning close to the critical zone

(bone/connective tissue interface) suggests to consider ‘surgi-

cal’ also prosthetic procedures, such as abutment insertion

after reopening, re-evaluating the importance of its sterility.

For this purpose, several ‘in vitro’ and clinical studies have

demonstrated the positive effect of Plasma of Argon. Zeroing

contaminants derived from laboratory customization proce-

dures and activating the abutment surface, it provides better

soft and hard tissue adaptive response.

According to this paradigmatic assumptions, biologically ori-

ented prosthetic procedures can be adopted to obtain a mini-

mal impact on the host reaction, exploiting its regenerative

response. From a clinical point of view, it seems to provide

longitudinally positive outcomes especially treating highly

demanding aesthetical cases.

Plenary Session 4
Tissue Regeneration. Management
ofHard and Soft Tissues

16
Management of periodontal tissues in patients
undergoing implant prosthetic treatment

D. Cardaropoli
Private Practice, Turin, Italy

Periodontitis is a multifactorial disease, related to the pres-

ence of periodontopathogens, that act on a genetically predis-

posed host. The bacterial infection creates an inflammatory

response and subsequent support tissues lost. In the natural

progression, the disease will lead to bone resorption. From a

therapeutical point of view, periodontal disease can be treated

with a non-surgical and a surgical approach. Non-surgical

therapy is used during the cause-related therapy. Main goal of

the cause-related therapy is the infection control, with the

decrease of the total bacterial and of the periopathogens count,

bringing both counts under the critical mass level. Disease

progression, if not properly treated, leads to tooth loss, that

can then be replaced by osseointegrated implants.

The management of the periodontal patient needs all the clini-

cal, radiological and laboratory data in order to have a correct

diagnosis. The diagnosis is a key point to plan a proper therapy

for every patient. When needed, implant surgery should follow

the cause-related therapy and the first re-evaluation, if a good

compliance has been reached by the patient. Osseointegrated

implantology represents today the first option in the rehabilita-

tion treatment of the periodontal patient, but literature needs

more evidence regarding the long-term follow-up. Destroyed

dentition of periodontal patients is a matter of debate for clini-

cians, when they have to create a proper treatment plan and

take decisions about to save or to extract compromised teeth.

Normally, we can today consider that implant therapy shows

long-term success rates, even if some biological and mechanical

complications may occur. A proper and contemporary treat-

ment plan should be always proposed for the implant rehabilita-

tion of periodontal patients, with importance regarding the

cause-related therapy and the maintenance care.

17
Inflammatory periapical lesion prior to
osseointegration. Diagnosis and treatment

M. A. Pe~narrocha-Diago
University of Valencia, Spain

The concept of implant periapical pathology is an infectious-

inflammatory disorder of the tissues surrounding the apex of

dental implant. The underlying etiologic factors include

endodontic pathology of adjacent teeth, implant surface
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contamination, overheating of bone during the drilling, surgi-

cal drilling beyond the length of the implant, pre-existing bone

pathology, the presence of root remains or foreign bodies and

implant placement close to an infected maxillary sinus. The

prevalence of implant periapical pathology is low, between

0.26% and 2.7%. However, it is possible that many cases are

undiagnosed.

Implant periapical lesions can be inactive (not infected) or

active (infected). The inactive form is asymptomatic and its

diagnosis is based on the presence of radiolucency around the

apex of the implant, which corresponds to an apical scar

caused by vertical overpreparation of the implant site. In the

active form, the lesion is symptomatic and requires treatment

to stop the progress of bone destruction.

The diagnosis of active inflammatory implant periapical

lesions is based on clinical findings (pain, possible swelling or

fistula, non-dull percussion) and radiologic evidence. In the

first phase (non-suppurative stage) patients refer pain but the

lesion is not yet visible in the radiograph. In the subsequent

suppurative stage a radiolucent lesion can be observed around

the implant apex. The appearance of a fistula corresponds to a

more advanced phase of periapical disease.

The treatment of implant periapical pathology depends on the

stage of the lesion. In acute lesions (non-suppurative or suppu-

rative) the approach should be curettage of the lesion and irri-

gation with saline solution. In subacute lesions (with fistulae,

vestibular abscess, or suppuration around the implant neck), if

the stability of the implant is not affected, the same procedure

as in the acute stage can be carried out successfully; if the

implant presents with mobility or dull percussion, implant

removal is considered the adequate option.

The early diagnosis of inflammatory implant periapical lesions

during the osseointegration phase, and their prompt surgical

treatment, leads to a high survival rate of the treated

implants.

18
Hard and soft tissue reconstruction in aesthetic
areas: clinical considerations for natural teeth
and implants

R. Abundo1,2

1University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA, 2University

of East Piedmont A. Avogadro, Novara, Italy

Hard and soft tissue reconstruction in aesthetic zones is one

of the most challenging issues in nowadays clinical practice.

Periodontal regeneration and periodontal plastic surgery offer

valuable opportunities in order for achieving the primary goal

of aesthetic excellence even in very compromised cases and,

within the limits of the residual bone peaks, today it is possi-

ble to re-establish a perfect hard and soft tissue contour

around natural teeth. Coronally\laterally positioning residual

keratinized tissue or grafting some connective tissue harvested

from the palate\tuberosity are treatment options available for

clinicians in the treatment of gingival recessions, as the use of

bone substitutes in combination with membranes or growth

factors in the treatment of infrabony defects.

During the last few years the interest in tissue reconstruction

has been focused on implants. Today guided bone regeneration

and soft tissue management procedures are able to improve

aesthetics around implants –equally or sometimes more than

around natural teeth- even starting from very compromised

clinical conditions of bone and gingiva. During the presenta-

tion surgical techniques for hard and soft tissue reconstruction

will be reviewed, showing limits and possibilities of different

procedures in different clinical situations, defining treatment

strategies based on preservation whenever possible and always

on a minimally invasive approach.

19
Native bone remodeling by ‘Magnetic Mallet’

G. B. Bruschi,1 R. Crespi2

1Private Practice, Rome, Italy, 2Private Practice, Busto Arsizio,

VA, Italy, and Clinical Professor San Raffaele Hospital, Milan,

Italy

Modern implantology increasingly requires a ‘natural’ pros-

thetic outcome.

To achieve this result implants of various diameter are now

available for the surgeon to mimic at best the emergence pro-

file of the natural teeth to be replaced.

These implants with emergence profiles that are similar to

those of the natural teeth to be replaced require a different

treatment of peri-implant tissues when compared to tradi-

tional treatment. We present a technique [Edentulous Ridge

Expansion (ERE)] that achieves this goal by treating the soft

tissue with a partial-thickness flap preparation and by promot-

ing healing of hard tissue and soft tissue by secondary

intention.

The ERE technique is presented ‘step by step’ in order to high-

light the biological principles that guide the bone repair of the

treated.

Particular attention is paid to the healing by secondary inten-

tion, the peri-implant tissue, the advantages of this technique

and the recommendations that should be prescribed to the

patient.

The last topic is the technique of vertical expansion [Localized

Management of Sinus Floor (LMSF)] that can also be a combi-

nation of horizontal and vertical. The biological principles

that guide the repair and the timing of hard and soft peri-

implant are discussed. The peri-implant healing time for the

two surgical techniques is evaluated on the basis of clinical

and radiographic examinations.

Particular emphasis will be given to the use of Magnetic Mal-

let in the preparation of the surgical implant site. This tool

has reduced very significantly the traumatic experience of the

patients.
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Plenary Session 5
Keys for the Success of Implant-
Supported Prostheses

20
Making reliable impressions in implant dentistry.
State of the art

G. J. Pradies-Ramiro
Complutense University, Madrid, Spain

Obtaining ‘passive fit’ between implants and prosthetic frame-

works continues to be a challenge, especially in large screwed

curved frameworks connected to multiple implants.

Different studies have shown that passive fit could be impor-

tant to achieve long-term success of osseointegration and, in

any case, to prevent mechanical complications, like loss of

retention, fracture of porcelain, screw loosening, framework

fracture, etc.

Two factors are mainly related to obtain correct passive fit:

impression making and framework elaboration.

Milling machines that use C.A.M technology are solving part

of the problem, but obtaining good multiple implant impres-

sions it is, on more than one occasion, difficult for the dentist

and even uncomfortable for the patient.

During this presentation we will revise the state of the art of

making accurate implant impressions from single to multiple

implants. Transfer, pick up and snap on techniques will be

discussed. Indications for splinting will be supported by scien-

tific evidence. Finally, intraoral digital impression will be

presented using current cutting-edge technology: intra oral

scanner and photogrammetry systems.

21
The keys to implanto-prosthetic success

A. Scipioni
Private Practice, Rome, Italy

Success in Implanto-Prosthetics is achieved playing a very com-

plicated game. The challenge is to combine oral health in har-

mony with anatomic, functional and esthetic considerations.

The combination of a correct diagnosis, optimal treatment plan

and a mastery of the techniques involved is essential. Osseoin-

tegration is a validated and predictable phenomenon, but in our

current technological era it is very important to keep the basic

sciences in mind. Is it a method of simply achieving prosthetic

anchorage or is it a unique opportunity to recreate morpho-func-

tional homeostasis? The key to success stems from the pros-

thetic approach, which covers anatomic and operative

considerations, implant systems and types of prostheses. To

achieve success the choices deal with a great number of factors,

such as: psychological, economic, anatomic, duration of treat-

ment, etc. The pursuit of our objectives consists in achieving a

good functional and esthetic result by reintegrating the entire

osteo-muco-gingival complex.

The selection of recently developed surgical techniques needed

to obtain a long-term prognosis combines optimal treatment

time, with the reduction of surgical procedures and complica-

tions. This presentation is focused on the highly valued esthetic

zones, which patients normally display in the course of their

social lives. Re-establishing the ‘ideal site’ means including the

recreation of the morpho-functional parameters in harmony

with contiguous sites. The qualities that the ‘ideal site’ pos-

sesses are: appropriate form, color, volume and adequate levels

of the osteo-muco-gingival complex. Obtaining an adequate hor-

izontal thickness of the site is an important factor in achieving

long-term stability. The literature establishes that tooth loss, in

91% of cases results in a significant loss of bone volume. There-

fore regenerative treatments are necessary in a majority of these

instances. Since the mid 1980s, our group has followed an inter-

ceptive approach. The ‘Edentulous Site Enhancement Approach’

system was derived from this development, which is nothing

less than our working philosophy. In conclusion, among some

of the more important ‘keys to implanto-prosthetic success’ are:

establish a simple treatment plan, utilize implants and prosthe-

ses to obtain and maintain desired anatomy in harmony with

adjacent sites and reduce operative procedures.

22
False myths and new horizons in implant-
prosthetic research and clinical practice

U. Covani
Istituto Stomatologico Toscano, University of Pisa, Italy

Implantology has revolutionised the practice of dentistry, but

this has raised an array of questions on the ethics of some of the

more extreme approaches. There is no doubt that the implant-

prosthetic replacement of a dental element must be thought

through in advance and must not be a short cut for those who

are unskilled in endodontics or periodontology or, worse

still, who make clinical decisions based on the supposed greater

profitability of oral implants with respect to other solutions.

Decisions of this nature often find an easy alibi in numbers and

statistics that feed into the neo-Enlightenment myth of Evi-

dence-Based Medicine (EBM), as inappropriately applied to

odontology– a discipline in which it is difficult to standardise

procedures due to the great variability of the practitioners, their

training, their manual skills and their basic scientific under-

standing. Indeed, it is not by chance that almost all of the

recent revisions of the literature in the field of odontology con-

clude that the results are characterised by limited numbers of

trials involving few patients, sometimes with reduced outpa-

tient monitoring, and must therefore be considered often sub-

ject to a high risk of error.

In reality, a careful analysis of the mechanisms underpinning

EBM results in the highlighting of numerous critical areas,

which undermine the very concept of ‘evidence’ and give rise to
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the suspicion that the acronym actually stands for Evidence-B(i)

ased Medicine. These critical areas are constituted by: the qual-

itative limits of the research (2); the bias in the commissioning

of research; the bias in publication; the duplication of research;

the risk of an excessively alarmist approach, encourage by

industrial interests; emerging doubts and the existence of grey

areas, and a lack of clarity, in relation to the ‘evidence’; scien-

tific frauds; and conflicts of interest. Last but not least, it is

important to bear in mind the role of industry in steering

research, and the underlying financial interests.

The risk we face today is that the opinion of the expert – which

has already been thrown into doubt by the increasingly high

profile of the principles of EBM – will end up being replaced by

the uncritical acceptance of second-hand information, some-

times plethoric rather than authoritative. This transition is cer-

tainly not devoid of risk, because the decreasing value

attributed to the input of the clinician could eventually have a

negative impact on the role of EBM and on its most authentic

application.

As Gaetano Calesini stresses in his report, professional compe-

tence is built on good clinical practice, and it must be driven

forward by good clinical practice.

The observations – since that is all they are – being supplied

through the literature, must be filtered in light of clinical expe-

rience and ‘good science’, by which we mean a deep under-

standing of the biological phenomena that lie at the heart of

every component of a surgical procedure and that, alone, deter-

mine its result.

To judge a phenomenon, and what appears of it in the

observations that arise out of the research, we must be able to

evaluate all of the implicit variables, not simply those that we

unconsciously search out or those that we manage to

comprehend.

We cannot fail to conclude that, at the base of this whole

research process, which is geared towards the progress of our

discipline and of others, what must prevail is the interpretation

of reality – in other words, of the set of observations that

research offers us – by means of reasoning. And, as a clinician,

let me also add, by means of experience.

Parallel Session 1
Dental Technicians

23
Team-Work: new synergies in the era of new
technologies

C. Baroncini, R. Bartolloni, R. Canalis
Dental Technicians, Rome, Italy

Over recent years, the recourse to prosthetic reconstructions

anchored to osseointegrated implants has completely changed

the treatment plan in dentistry, allowing fixed and removable

prosthetic solutions to be deployed in situations where they

were previously not an option.

The objective that the team of dental technicians has set itself

is to achieve the long-term reliability of the restorations, the

reinstatement of masticatory and phonatory functions that are

comfortable for the patient, and last but not least, the rein-

statement of excellent intra- and extra-oral appearance.

Unfortunately, due to (often serious) tissue deficits, associated

with various forms of edentulism, the positioning of the

osseointegrated anchors is, on occasion, critical for the reach-

ing of those objectives.

The quality of dental restorations is often evaluated empiri-

cally, considering just one aspect at a time; in contrast, qual-

ity is the main principle on which to base one’s day-to-day

practice, and should not be understood as a synonym for tech-

nical excellence but as the achievement of pre-set objectives.

Today, the new materials and new technologies offer, both to

clinics and above all to technicians, the possibility to achieve

standard levels of precision that until recently were accessible

only by a select few, and the option to choose materials has

enhanced the level of the aesthetic result.

The speakers will present original techniques and concepts

that make it possible to reach the pre-set objectives with

confidence. They will examine the problems involved in

prosthetics with and without implant support: from biome-

chanics to operational timing; from the choice of prosthetic

options to general design; and from the management of clini-

cal information to the transfer of that information to the

laboratory.

Considerable space will be given over to issues involved in

the management of new CAD-CAM technologies and their

utilisation.

24
Zirconia dento-skeletal rehabilitation in the
atrophic maxilla

M. Stoppaccioli, G. Giangiuliani
Dental Technicians, L’Aquila, Italy

Longevity of modern man has increased the need to face ade-

quately our new standard of living, so in dentistry this state of

well-being has been translated in an increasing demand for

permanent prostheses in order to replace the removable ones.

The progressive loss of basel bone, which is found in a great

deal of patients with removable prosthesis, requires regenera-

tive and implant therapy, but the former is not always

accepted by no longer young patients.

Consequently, these new rehabilitations are limited to the

mere insertion of the implants and prosthesis must replace

not only the missing teeth, but also the skeletal aspect

through complex rehabilitations by using suitable materials

which must be selected under a biological, esthetical and

functional aspect.

New technologies (CAD-CAM systems) and innovative

materials (such as zirconia), together with a strong desire for

innovation, substitute the traditional metal-ceramic prosthe-
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ses and, at the same time, they are able to implement the

mechanical, biological and aesthetic features, despite the

scientific literature can refer to a short term.

25
The dental morphology in implantoprosthesis:
analysis of the synergy between CAD-CAM
techniques and the manual art of dental ceramic

A. Di Felice
Dental Technician, Rome, Italy

The new Cad-Cam technologies are revolutionizing the dental

laboratory traditional productive processes, now more than

ever there is need for integration between the mechanized

phases and the manual art of dental ceramic that allows us to

customize the prosthetic restoration.

Some stages that make the role of the dental technician deter-

minant within this interaction will be analyzed, and in partic-

ular: how to develop the emergent prosthetic and implanto-

prosthetic contour, in relation with the abutment morphology;

the fourth dimension of the dental morphology and the

improvement of the translucence level of metal-ceramic and

of zirconio-ceramic.

Moreover, the realization of the abutment with ‘feder-edge’

geometry will be analyzed.

26
Is the current generation of technology
facilitating better dentistry? From the optical
impression to new prosthesis technician
solutions: implant prosthesis digital workflow

M. Silvetti,1 M. Cotelezzi2

1Private Practice, Mariano Comense, CO and Nova Milanese, MI,

Italy, 2Dental Technician, Tradate, VA, Italy

Literature and scientific evidence, indicate how the discipline

Implantoprotesica is absolutely predictable. The proper diagno-

sis, treatment planning, carefully followed by the choice of

implant support, (plane treatment, shape, surface geometry,

surgical technique), allow the achievement of success in high

percentages in the first phase: the osseointegration.

The predictability of prosthesis implantare rehabilitation is

placed in the occlusal design with appropriate prosthetic sup-

port, because the failures in the medium and long term are

mostly attributable to inaccurate and incorrect prosthesis load

distributions (overloading), in addition to the non-fulfillment

of expectations of Patient.

In this context a decisive importance clinical data transfer to

the dental laboratory and correspondence of prosthetic-frame-

work.

Impression and gnatologicol as data matching, allow the

construction of appropriate structures.

Research and new technologies, put at the disposal of new

biomaterials and instrumentation to get absolutely effective

with resulting therapeutic pathways: Digital Workflow

simplified.

The introduction and development of digital data acquisition

processes associated with CAD-CAM, we deliver the availabil-

ity of a large number of materials for implant-prosthetic

restorations.

The application of new technologies to improve the opera-

tional protocols to get framework and prosthesis implantare

rehabilitation of excellence?

27
Ready to face the future?

L. Santocchi
Dental Technician, Rome, Italy

The lecture is addressed particularly to Dental Technicians

and Clinicians who want to optimize the working efficiency

by increasing the laboratory’s productiveness and profitability.

The conference’s aim is that of learning how to produce artifi-

cial teeth in which the anatomy is as much as possible similar

to natural teeth’s one, obtaining constantly predictable rapid-

ity, easiness and quality thanks to new esthetic materials, to

new technologies and to anatomy’s knowledge.

28
Replacement of the dental arch with implant-
supported provisional: design and manufacturing
techniques

G. Bonadeo,1 E. Morandini2

1Dental Technician, Livorno, Italy, 2Dental Technician, Salice

Terme, PV, Italy

With the advent of osseointegrated implant dentistry, waxing

design techniques are advanced; once the location of the abut-

ments prepared guided the technician during the project and

waxing and, we followed a set by dentures for edentulous

patients.

Today with implant rehabilitation you realize an ‘anatomic’

support in the posterior areas and a ‘classic’ setting for the

front area, if you haven’t other information, as taught the

great masters of dentures as Earl Pound, Gino Passamonti,

Armando Vergnano.

In the creation of a provisional immediate load, we try to real-

ize the most appropriate three-dimensional position of teeth

for the patient’s somatic-functional characteristics.
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Parallel Session 2
Dental Hygienists

29
Preparation of the patient for dental implant
therapies: minimally invasive techniques with
the use of manual and mechanical instruments

A. Genovesi
Istituto Stomatologico Toscano, University of Pisa, Italy

One of the main goal to achieve in oral surgery is that of cre-

ating a sterile environment or, at least, to make the bacterial

load as low as possible. In order to pursue this objective, it is

mandatory to obtain a good patient compliance, leading him

or her through an optimal self-performed oral hygiene to

restore periodontal health parameters before undergoing

implant surgery. To do this, it is impossible to separate our

work inside the dental office from the patient’s work at home.

In fact, the patients’ habits, motivation and dexterity are a fur-

ther landmark which is to be taken into consideration by den-

tal hygienists while thinking about the right instructions for

patients themselves.

In implant surgery, health of peri-implant tissues is the basis

for a long term osseointegrated implant rehabilitation. There-

fore, it is of paramount importance a proper and enduring oral

hygiene, because peri-implant lesion is similar in beginning,

progression, clinical evolution, histological appearance and

microbiology to periodontal lesion.

Owing to implant material, mechanical oral hygiene proce-

dures have to be performed with instruments that do not dam-

age titanium, because implant surface should be smooth to

prevent oral plaque from adhesion and to permit a good soft

tissues adaptation.

Clinical trials show effectively that non-surgical treatment,

through the use of specific manual instruments and plastic

ultrasonic tips not scratching implant neck, ensures a good

clinical result in restoring and maintaining peri-oral and peri-

odontal tissues health. Hence, non-surgical treatment repre-

sents the golden standard which the new treatment modalities

have to be compared to.

30
Maturation of peri-implant tissues: management
of the influencing factors

D. Farronato, F. Mangano
University of Insubria, Varese, Italy

The aesthetic success of an implantoprosthetic rehabilitation

and the restoration of the correct tissue architecture are closely

bound up with a concept of rehabilitative design, based on the

methods and timescales that are defined by the various clinical

situations. Moreover, in implant rehabilitation – more than in

any other field – the operational aspects of surgery, prosthesis

and maintenance must be unified at both the planning and

execution stages. In the context of a dynamic comparison

between clinical practice and literature, we will analyse the

ideal implant designs under the various clinical conditions and

the positive or negative effects that they may manifest over

time. We will consider the management of the switching plat-

form and of prosthetic emergencies in conditions of immediate

loading from the point of view of the dental hygienist. We will

illustrate the procedures of tissue contouring with a specific

focus on the clinical stages and the maintenance manoeuvres

with a view to co-ordinating the Surgeon.

Prosthodontist and Hygienist as efficiently as possible. We will

also present a series of cognitive tools in order to identify, with

a high level of predictive accuracy, methods and timescales for

tissue maturation, with particular reference to the tissues of

the vestibular arch and of the papillae.

Program:

1 Is implantoprosthetic design a key to success?

2 Preservation of aesthetic appearance during the maturation

phases

3 Interpreting the potential of tissues

4 Tissue contouring and technical stages

5 Hygienic maintenance manoeuvres: limits and requirements

6 Conclusion of works

31
Professional hygiene and monitoring of the
implant patient

G. Cagnin
University of Padua, Italy

A scrupulous professional hygienic control, related with an

adapted surgical and prosthetic protocol, is necessary for the

success of an implant-prosthetic treatment. The importance

of this aspect becomes still greater when it supports a com-

plex and articulated treatment. The management of the

implant-supported patient is one of the multiple duties that

the dental hygienist acquits. The increasing application of

mini-invasive Dentist technical, as the medical treatment by

implant assisted computer, imposes to the dental hygienist

continuous updates in medical treatment by implant in order

to acquire always greater acquaintances. The participation of

the dental hygienist will have to concern on several points:

from the interaction, in synergy with the dentist, in the

phase of information of the patient about its stomatological

state of health and the importance of its treatment, to the

execution of a formative activity of the patient about the

methodical corrected ones of hygiene of the oral cable, until

the phase of aforesaid revaluation of the theorist-practical

learning of the methodical ones. Of motivation of the patient

through a correct psycho-communicational approach, as well

as to modulate a protocol of callbacks of professional hygiene

to guarantee the long term success of the implant-prosthetic

rehabilitation.
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32
Old and new materials in the rehabilitation for
prosthesis implants. How to respect and defend
them in time and age

G. Chiodera,1 G. Derchi2

1Private Pratice, Brescia, Italy, 2Istituto Stomatologico Toscano,

University of Pisa, Italy

The time and age we live is one of continuous change. The

technological research and consequently the product offer are

advancing dramatically, and in some cases is difficult to keep

up with the innovations offered.

To maintain a maximum level of information and to be

always well informed and up to date with what is going on

(especially in terms of materials and protocol)is the ethical

and professional duty of every dentist in our field. Even more

so in this time where the respect for the biological and eco-

nomical resources for the patient has to be at the maximum

level and largely accepted and shared by the dental team.

We are often talking about the importance of the team work

because is a wide spread concept that in our profession this is

the top priority. Working together is is even more important

when we face complicated cases. Those cases which require a

coordination between the project and the diagnosis from the

dentist side to the ability and professionalism of the techni-

cian in order to develop the dentist’s idea. These cases require

the use of different materials in the same mouth, sometimes

new and sometimes anachronistic but all inevitably linked in

a synergy of compromises and desires represented by a treat-

ment plan. New material lead to new protocols and can some-

times confuse those who were used to more traditional

materials and practices. Therefore is so important to share the

knowledge and the expertise with the team and particular

with those who have to maintain the longevity of our work

and those who need to know which tool to use in order to

maintain the hygiene of the reconstructions.

Alongside the evolution of materials, also the practices and

technics to maintain the longevity of the product have experi-

enced a significant advancement. New and less invasive tech-

nics have been developed and as result the longevity of the

restorations improved significantly.

We all know is not possible to use the same protocols on all

materials and therefore it’s important to use the correct one in

order to maintain the stability of the product in the future.

Stability means aesthetic and functionality in the years to

come. In order to do so we have to start from a correct control

of the bacterial biofilm. Our aim is to have a positive outlook

for the future but without losing sight of what we have

accomplished so far. In our relation we will present and ana-

lyse the old and new materials in order to have a more com-

plete understanding of their properties and to preserve them

from the passing of time.

33
Peri-implantitis: what are the effective
treatments?

L. Perpetuini
Private Practice, Teramo, Italy

Key factor for the long-term success of dental implants is the

maintenance of good health of peri-implant tissues. The accu-

mulation of bacterial plaque, induces inflammation and soft

tissue infection and this causes the gradual destruction until

bone resorption. The result is a loss of osseointegration with

implant failure.

The aim of this report is to identify and compare, through a

review of international literature, clinical methods and phar-

macological agents deemed most effective in decontaminating

implant surfaces in case of infection of peri-implant tissues.

34
Home assistance for implant patients

G. Lipani
Private Practice, Siracusa and Catania, Italy

The average life span of man is constantly growing thanks to

the remarkable advances in diagnosis and therapy to help the

human being lead a longer life that is qualitatively more

acceptable.

With increasing longevity there followed a greater frequency

of people with partial or total edentulism. In fact, the demand

for dental implants, which has seen a considerable increase in

recent years, has contributed to innovate and improve implan-

tological techniques with various benefits for our patients,

such as improving the appearance of the smile, self-esteem

and above all the ability to speak and chew properly, greatly

reducing the need for full and partial dentures.

An avantgarde technology has developed in this area, as men-

tioned before, but we as professionals sometimes lose sight of

the importance of home assistance that is required by the

patient after completion of the surgical steps and prosthetic

implantation, which results decisive for the success of pros-

thetic rehabilitation.

The scientific community has agreed that the accumulation of

bacterial plaque and the formation of a biofilm that harms the

implant can cause changes of an inflammatory nature that

may lead to a mucositis which, if not adequately treated, may

develop in a peri-implantitis with the loss of the implant

element. Therefore, maintaining a healthy seal of the

peri-implant determines the success of implant-prosthetic

rehabilitation in the long term.
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These are the reasons why proper domestic oral hygiene in

patients with implants cannot be underestimated and should

be included as an integral part of a plan for pre-treatment and

post-treatment of implant-prosthetic rehabilitation.

The purpose of this report is to understand how to improve

the patient’s motivation and to evaluate which tools and

techniques of oral hygiene at home are more suitable accord-

ing to the type of implant-prosthetic rehabilitation in order to

maintain a healthy peri-implant seal.

35
Toothpastes: how effective are they at
controlling plaque and gum disease?

O. Marchisio
University of Genoa, Italy

The importance of the daily mechanical removal of bacterial

plaque from the hard and soft surfaces of the oral cavity has

by now been widely confirmed by international scientific

literature.

However, the ‘enthusiastic’ use of the toothbrush by our

patients does not always result in optimum standards of oral

hygiene. This is why, in 2005, Van Der Weijden et al stated

that the use of chemical aids to support the mechanical action

of the toothbrush must be taken into consideration and, I

would add, must be personalised to meet the actual require-

ments of the patient.

The purpose of the report is, then, to conduct a review of the

literature concerning the efficacy and limits of the various

active principles contained in toothpastes.

Particular focus must be placed on the presence within the

toothpaste of the detergent Sodium Lauryl Sulphate, which –

the literature has shown – is able to increase the abrasive

capacity of the abrasives contained in the product and has a

certain level of cytotoxicity in relation to soft tissue.

The analysis of the active principles most often used today in

the chemical control of the bacterial biofilm will conclude

with an eye to the future: the trend in odontological research

is increasingly geared towards mini-invasiveness and is

informed by the wish to imitate nature, which is defined as

‘the architect par excellence’ (Roveri et al 2011).

Research is under way at the Istituto Stomatologico Tirreno

on the use of nanotechnologies as carriers for naturally

sourced antibacterial agents.

Studies being published in the Journal of Dental Materials and

the Journal of Nanomedicine and Nanotechnologies demon-

strate that these new molecules have few (if any) limits but

enormous potential effectiveness, comparable to that of

chlorohexidine.

Parallel Session 3
Dental Assistants

36
Role of the dental assistant in the dental team,
operating aspects in oral surgery

D. Militi
Private Practice, Messina, Italy

The object of the report is to draw attention to the importance

of the part that the assistant has in a dental surgery, his com-

petence increases security, comfort and satisfaction of both

the operator and patients; this figure is in many cases ‘the

trade union’ doctor/patient and gives continuous support

practical-operative and also psychological-relational.

The ‘gold standard’ of the modern dentistry is the result of

continuous renovation and dental surgeries invest in special-

izations for their workers and pay attention to the instru-

ments and equipment that they have to deal with.

Information and protocol will be registered from the first medi-

cal control till the end of the cure in symbiosis with the doctor.

Usually, the training of the Dental Assistant (ASO) is left to the

doctor in charge but trade union and collegial of these workers

hope in a professional course since they think it is a delicate role

to give to who has other tasks and worries in the surgery.

The risk is to have a summary account of notions and not a pre-

cise scheduling so necessary for the patients health and for the

well-being of all the dental team.

Even though we can observe great differences in numbers of

professionals, in ASO, in the operating units and even in the

type of work and the equipment. The assistants have a very

active role in the official procedures end they assume full

responsibility in the concerns oral surgery.

The report gives a clear idea of how the ASO has to prepare the

patients and in particular those who need oral surgery. If all the

points in the list are well executed there will be serenity and

synergy between operators and patients so to avoid complica-

tions and risks due to misinformation. The leading industries

in dentistry like Sweden & Martina continuously propose, for-

mation, refresher and master courses for doctors, hygienists

and ASO. It is necessary to make a selection of the formative

courses, but they are always an occasion of personal growth

that will develop in an excellent service for patients.

37
Role of the dental assistant in the planning and
management of the prosthetic phases: from
simple cases to complex rehabilitations

F. Alfonsi
Private Practice, Sulmona, AQ, Italy

Today, the Dental Assistant has an essential and crucial part

to play in the management of the surgical and prosthetic
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phases, from simple cases to the rehabilitation of entire

arches. Carrying out all of the clinical phases with absolute

rigour, efficiency and precision is fundamental for the success

of the end result. For this reason, it is important to ensure

that the Dental Assistant has a basic understanding in relation

to the preparation of the operating field, materials, technolo-

gies, timings, functional details and therapeutic objectives, in

order for the Dental Assistant to make an active, effective,

involved contribution, taking due account of the practice pro-

cedures. In oral implantoprosthesis, specifically, the Dental

Assistant must have an understanding of the prosthetic com-

ponents, the phases of execution and the methods of storing

and organising the materials, as well as what to organise and

how to organise it, with a view to making the procedures as

streamlined and high-quality as possible. Here, the Dental

Assistant will be provided with a structured flow chart show-

ing the implantoprosthetic operational techniques, used as an

experimental model in various workplaces, in order to educate

the participants on the method and to develop their basic

understanding, in an effort to transfer a replicable, standardis-

able management model to which they can refer to in their

day-to-day work.

The following phases will be carefully illustrated:

1 Prosthetic rehabilitation (from a single tooth to complex

rehabilitations) with indications on the diagnostic frame-

work

2 Study models – preliminary impressions and how to

manage them

3 Concepts of occlusion and management of dental moulds

4 Articulator

5 Lab folder

6 Diagnostic wax-up

7 Managing the temporary implant (materials and

techniques)

8 The phases of definitive impression

9 Impression materials

10 Impression techniques

11 Impression techniques on implants (essential knowledge

for assisting during the clinical phases)

12 Managing the impression and sending it to the laboratory

13 Disinfecting the impression

14 Definitive prosthetic solutions in fixed and implant

prosthesis

15 Materials for the execution of the definitive works

16 Essential laboratory phases (essential knowledge)

17 Clinical tests

18 Aesthetic evaluations

19 Delivery of the prosthetic works

20 Materials for cementing and for occlusal management

21 Follow-up and maintenance

38
Role of the dental assistant in the diagnosis of
oral pathologies

G. Bozzolo
University of Genoa, Italy

Many diseases affecting the oral cavity and of these a low but

significant percentage potentially fatal systemic disease of

considerable importance, pre-cancerous and cancerous assume

an important significance for the health of population.

Follow a common path between, the operators involved with

their applied skills in the examination the patient, diagnosis

and therapy, the secretariat to manage medical records and

informed consent will follow-up the patient best results.

The complexity of many diagnostic and therapeutic pathology

of the oral cavity should lead the search specialist advice in

all cases of carcinoma overt or suspicious immediately.

The advice should also be sought in all cases of sore which

doesn’t heal spontaneously within 15 days after the removal

of the risk factors potentially harmful.

The dentist should refer the patient to therapy only if capable

of emitting a diagnosis and to avoid delays, therapies former

iuvantibus before reporting the patient to specialist advice or

physician.

Reduce the so-called diagnostic delay, estimated at around

130 days after the onset of the lesion to be made diagnosis

should be the goal of the team that composes the study. The

role of the assistant is crucial to follow in accurate and timely

all the steps from the visit to the preparation of the patient for

diagnostic tests and finally biopsy with its handling of the

specimen and sending all ‘anatomical pathologist for histologi-

cal examination.

It will be only the latter passage that especially in cases doubt

will make the diagnosis and to set the right therapy.

39
Dental practice is business

V. Lolini
Dental Economist, Milano, Italy

In the current economic context, a continuous focus on dental

practice efficient and effective management is an essential

aspect that ensure competitive advantage and business suc-

cess. For the ‘dentist-entrepreneur’ it is fundamental to build

an organization that respond to such prerequisites along all

the process of oral care service supplied by the dental practice:

the course starts from the theoretical economic concept of

optimization adapted to the specific context of dental practice

and suggests management strategies and inputs aimed to

ensure the ‘total quality’ of the services provided; it continues

by analyzing the evolution of the patient from a ‘passive’ sub-

ject to a customer that compares the quality and prices of ser-

vices provided by the practice with those of the competitors

and choose with much more awareness, the course illustrates
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innovative ways in order to make the dental clinic able to

manage with this new figure to ensure its success; finally it

makes clear that the response to the clinical need of the

patient is not the end of the ‘production process’ of the dental

practice, but the beginning of a second phase, with a higher

value, which is the patient loyalty management, it explains

how to structure a marketing activity that aims both to

acquire new patients and to build a ‘loyalty patient portfolio’

which ensures continuity, and so the existence, of dental

practice activity.

Posters
Magnetic Mallet Technology

40
Magnetic Mallet provides essential advantages in
split-crest procedure: a prospective study

P. Cappar�e, R. Crespi, E. F. Gherlone
Department of Dentistry, Vita Salute University, San Raffaele

Hospital, Milan, Italy

The aim of this prospective study was to compare the use of

hand mallet vs. electrical mallet in osteotome-assisted surgery

for split-crest procedure.

Patients partially edentulous, with an alveolar ridge width

inferior to the optimally planned implant diameter, were

selected for this study. Twenty split-crests procedures were

performed in 20 patients. They were randomly divided in two

groups: in control group, 10 patients, the split crest was per-

formed with osteotomes pressed by hand mallet, while, in the

test group, 10 patients, the split crest was prepared with

osteotomes pressed by electrical mallet. Alveolar ridge width

and incision dimensions were measured with a periodontal

probe, before and after split crest procedure. Sixty-two

implants were immediately placed. Follow-up examinations

were performed at baseline, 6, 12 and 24 months.

The survival rate, at 2-year follow-up, was 98.39%. Indeed,

one implant placed in the maxilla failed to integrate at second

stage surgery. Initial width of the alveolar ridge varied from

2.1 to 3.6 mm, the average was 2.5 � 0.9 mm. Final ridge

width varied from 5.1 to 7.8 mm, average was 7.0 � 1.1 mm.

Split length varied from 7.0 to 21.3 mm, average was

15.3 � 6.3 mm. Not statistically significant differences

(P > 0.05) were found between test and control group.

The use of Magnetic Mallet provided some essential clinical

advantages during split-crest and immediate implant place-

ment in comparison with hand mallet.

41
Manual vs. Magnetic Mallet in maxillary bone
condensing for immediately loaded implants

R. Crespi, P. Cappar�e, E. F. Gherlone
Department of Dentistry, Vita Salute University, San Raffaele

Hospital, Milan, Italy

The aim of this clinical study was to compare electrical vs.

hand mallet in osteotome-assisted surgery for maxillary bone

condensing in immediately loaded implant procedure.

Edentulous patients in maxillary premolar and molar regions

with type III or IV bone were selected for the study. The

patients were randomly divided in two groups: in the test

group the implant site was prepared with osteotomes pushed

by electrical mallet while, in the control group the implant

site was performed with osteotomes pressed by hand mallet.

Implants were immediately loaded. Intraoral digital radio-

graphic measurements were reported at 6, 12 and 24 months.

Thirty patients were enrolled: 15 were included in control

group and 15 patients in test group. Seventy-two dental

implants were placed. After 24 months follow-up, a survival

rate of 97.22% was reported. One implant/group was lost. In

control group two patients claimed benign paroxysmal posi-

tional vertigo (BPPV). After 12 months, the bone height

increased in both groups and, after 24 months, was stable. Sta-

tistical analysis reported not significant differences between

test and control group.

These results demonstrated a stable marginal bone levels over

time and a significant increase in bone height between 6 and

12 months in osteotome technique. The use of Magnetic Mal-

let provided some essential clinical advantages for the patients

during surgical procedure in comparison with hand mallet.

Posters
Biomaterials: In Vitro Research

42
Periostin improves cell adhesion to implantable
biomaterials and affects osteoblastic gene
expression on titanium surfaces

C. Galli,1 M. Piergianni,1 M. Piemontese1,2

G. M. Macaluso,1 S. Lumetti1

1University of Parma, Italy, 2University of Arkansas for Medical

Sciences, USA

Background: Periostin is a matricellular protein highly

expressed in periodontal ligament and periostium and it has

been shown to be required for its stability and maintenance.

We hypothesized that Periostin can improve cell responses to

implantable biomaterials.

Materials and methods: Thiolated Hyaluronic acid/polyethyl-

eneglycole hydrogels (tHA-PEGDA) were enriched with
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vehicle or 10 mg/ml recombinant Periostin and the murine

osteoblastic cell line MC3T3 was cultured on them. Polished

(P) or sand-blasted/acid-etched (SLA) c.p. titanium surfaces

were also coated with vehicle or Periostin and used as culture

substrate. Cell adhesion was studied at Scanning Electron

(SEM) and Immunofluorescent (IF) microscopy. Cell viability

was measured with a bioluminescent assay and the expression

of osteoblastic markers was quantified by Real Time PCR.

Results: MC3T3 adhesion to tHA-PEGDA was improved by

Periostin. Periostin ameliorated cell adhesion and affected cell

morphology on titanium surfaces as well. Moreover, Periostin

increased the expression of ALP, OPG, CTGF, Collagen 1a1,

Osteocalcin, Runx2 and Osterix on P surfaces. However, it did

not affect, or even decreased, the expression of these genes on

SLA. Periostin increased transcript levels for Connexin 43 on

both surfaces.

Conclusions: Taken together, these results show that Periostin

improves cell adhesion to implantable biomaterials and can

affect the expression of osteoblastic markers in a topography-

dependent manner.

Posters
Tissue Response to Sutures:
In Vivo Research

43
Inflammatory reaction of different suture
materials

J. Canales Huarhua, J. Ceccarelli Calle,
C. Espinoza Montes, M. Alarc�on-Palacios
Cayetano Heredia Peruvian University, Peru

Background: The suture of tissues in the oral cavity is a criti-

cal factor to the success of any periodontal surgical therapy.

The objective of the present study was to evaluate the inflam-

matory response of three sutures (polyglycolic acid, polyglac-

tin 910 and black silk) in the masticatory mucosa of New

Zealand rabbits.

Methods: The study was experimental in animals (n = 4 New

Zealand rabbits) which are sutured to the palate the three

types of threads, assessing the inflammatory response at 3, 7

and 14 days. CCI was reached 0.96 for the counting of the

intersections of the inflammatory reaction. Data were ana-

lyzed with the Student t-test for independent samples related.

Results: The polyglactin 910 at day 3 showed an average area

of 0.067 � 0.002 mm2, at day 7 was 0.033 � 0.004 mm2 and

at the 14th day was 0.010 � 0.001 mm2. The statistical test

revealed significant decrease in the area of inflammatory reac-

tion of 3–14 days (P = 0.001) and 7–14 days (P = 0.001).

Conclusions: The inflammatory reaction in masticatory

mucosa New Zealand rabbits generated by histomorphometri-

cally polyglactin 910 was lower in relation to black silk and

polyglycolic acid during periods of 3, 7 and 14 days of applica-

tion.

Keywords: black silk, polyglycolic acid, polyglactin 910,

suture.

Posters
Augmentation Procedures: In Vivo
Researches

44
Lyophilized amniotic membrane and bone
regeneration: tomographic/histomorphometric
study

K. R�ıos Villasis, M. Alarc�on-Palacios
Cayetano Heredia Peruvian University, Peru

Objectives: The aim of this study was to compare bone den-

sity of bone defects treated with lyophilized amniotic mem-

brane (LAM) and collagen membrane (CM), at 3 and 5 weeks.

Methods: Two bone defects of 4 mm in diameter and 6 mm

deep were created in left distal femoral diaphysis of New Zea-

land rabbits (n = 12). The animals were randomly divided into

two groups. One of the defects was covered with lyophilized

amniotic membrane (Rosa Chambergo Tissue Bank/National

Institute of Child Health-IPEN, Lima, Peru) or collagen Mem-

brane (Gold standard – Dentium Co, Seoul, Korea). The second

was left uncovered (control defect – NC). Three rabbits from

each group were sacrificed at 3 and 5 weeks of treatment. The

femur was completely removed and tested using Cone Beam

computed tomography (CBCT) and histomorphometry. The

analysis of CBCT scans was performed using Sidexis XG (Siro-

na, Bensheim, Germany) and analysis of the histological sec-

tions was done by a differential point-counting method. Data

was analyzed using ANOVA and Tukey tests – (P < 0.05).

Results: The results showed a high bone density and defect

repair due to new bone formation. The CBCT study revealed

that the bone density of the defects treated with LAM at

3 weeks was equivalent to the density obtained with CM and

was higher compared with control defects (P < 0.05). At

5 weeks, the bone density obtained with LAM was higher

than the density of CM and control defects (P < 0.05). The his-

tomorphometric study showed no significant differences

between LAM and CM at 3 and 5 weeks (P > 0.05).

Conclusion: The bone density obtained in the defects treated

with LAM showed tomographic and histomorphometric

results equal or higher to bone density levels compared with

Collagen Membrane; and higher compared with control

defects.

Keywords: amniotic membrane dressings, bone regeneration,

cone-beam, dental implant, biological dressing.
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45
Changes in alveolar bone using a bone graft human
and synthetic membrane: A preclinical study

Y. Espejo-Barr�on, M. Alarc�on-Palacios,
L. Piaggio Bravo, S. J. Sacsaquispe-Contreras
Cayetano Heredia Peruvian University, Peru

Purpose: The aim of this study was to assess histomorphomet-

ric changes of the width and height loss of the buccal bone

crest in sockets of guinea pigs at 8 weeks post-extraction,

when using different socket preservation procedures.

Materials and methods: Thirty two sockets of sixteen 3-months

old male guinea pigs, Cavia porcellus were used. Under gen-

eral anesthesia, those ones were subjected to the extraction of

mandibular premolars and two sockets were used in each ani-

mal. They were given the following treatments: (G1): a bone

graft from human being, (G2): negative control. (G3): a bone

graft associated to a synthetic resorbable membrane and (G4):

negative control.

Results: No post-surgical complications were observed during

the healing period. Eight weeks after implantation of the bi-

omaterials, histomorphometric analysis showed alveolar width

decrease and also reabsorption of buccal bone crest in all sam-

ples, and when the results from these parameters were tested

with Student′s t- test a clear significance could be found

between G1 vs. G3 (P < 0.05).

Conclusion: We suggest that this technique has a positive

effect and is able to limit the buccal – lingual contraction, and

height loss of the buccal bone crest in sockets of guinea pigs

at 8 weeks, postextraction.

Posters
Augmentation Procedures: Clinical
Studies

46
LADDEC: Histological and histomorphometric
evaluation after large maxillary sinus elevation

D. Marcattili, E. Marchetti, G. Giuca, S. Mummolo,
G. Marzo
University of L’Aquila, Italy

Aim: The aim of this study was to evaluate the regenerative

capacity in vivo and in vitro Laddec � in the large maxillary

sinus, with ratings radiological, histological and histomorpho-

metric.

Materials and methods: The study was conducted on 16

patients, 11 women and five men, aged between 40 and

70 years (average age of 55 years). The biomaterial graft used

Laddec � (Ost Developpement, Clermont-Ferrand, France).

Each patient was subjected to the following operative protocol:

I surgical phase of major maxillary sinus lift, using the

technique of the Boyne and James; II surgical stage of bone

harvesting, 6 months after, from the site that will later host

the implant fixture.

Several sections of each sample were made, some of which

were stained with methylene blue/azure II, for the analysis of

structural parameters, and the remaining with TRACP stain-

ing for the analysis of cellular osteoclast parameters.

The histomorphometric measurements were performed using

an interactive software for image analysis (IAS 2000, Delta

Sistemi, Roma, Italia).

Results and conclusion: The newly formed bone was

36 � 2.3%, the intertrabecular spaces 22 � 1.6%, and the

residual particles 36 � 3.2%.

The research found that the use of implants Laddec purposes,

the technique of the major maxillary sinus lift, as good regen-

erative results already after 6 months of engagement with a

residual percentage of material considerably less than half of

the initial.

47
Sinus lift with FFB implants and immediate
loading in severe atrophic jaws

A. Viscioni, M. Franco
Department of Maxillofacial Surgery, Castelfranco Veneto, TV,

Italy

Introduction: The use of fresh frozen allogenous bone (FFB) in

pre-prosthetic surgery has showed to be a viable alternative to

autologous bone, overall in the cases of reabsorption of poster-

ior maxillae and immediate implants, decreasing the timing of

prosthetic rehabilitation and permitting to perform several

operation in local anaesthesia.

Basing on this experience, the authors decided to prove imme-

diate functional loading on an eight-fixtures full arch prosthe-

sis, in totally edentulous patients with severe atrophy, not

candidate for all on four, treated with double sinus lifts filled

with FFB blocks and immediate implants insertion.

Aim of this study was to introduce an alternative technique

to all on four, when is not possible to perform four implants

for anatomical limits or for prosthetic choice.

Materials and methods: From March 2010 to May 2011 five

patients, with residual height bone inferior to 5 mm and pre-

served thickness, have been surgically treated, in general anes-

thesia, each with double great sinus lift, using FFB

corticalcancellous blocks, eight AB Dental I5 fixtures and

immediate functional prosthetic loading (within 48 h). Each

patient received only two implants in full native anterior

bone, the six remaining fixtures were inserted in posterior

grafted areas, fixed with the implant apex to the cortical part

of the graft, no retention screws were used. The primary

implant stability was recorded through RFA (Osstell) and Tor-

que insertion measuring. After 6 months from loading, to be

sure of implants osseointegration, each implant was checked

with RFA and Torque reverse at 25 NCm. Only after this
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stability test was possible to give definitive prosthetic rehabil-

itation to the patients. Immediately after surgery, 6 and

18 months later CT Scan, OPG and intraoral X-ray were per-

formed to check the graft, implant uptake and success rate.

Results: All patients passed the implant stability test after

6 months from surgery and till today no implants failed

(100% success on 40 implants), the follow up has reached

36 months for the first patient and 22 months for the latter,

no sinusitis were revealed with ct scan. The implants success

rate, after 18 months, was 85%. This technique seems to be a

viable alternative to all on four, to obtain a full prosthetic

rehabilitation with immediate loading when is not possible to

insert four implants in the native bone.

48
Post-surgical pre-implantar bone defects
regeneration in pediatric patients with sodium
hyaluronate and amino acids

S. Miccoli, S. Franco, A. P. Cazzolla, M. Corsallini,
G. F. Favia
University of Bari, Italy

This study was designed to evaluate whether a sterile gel

formulation of sodium hyaluronate and amino acids Gly-

Pro-Leu-Lys (AMINOGAM�) is effective in accelerating post-

surgical and pre-implantar bone defects regeneration in

pediatric patients. We evaluated different healing in 28 bone

defects, divided in two groups: test group treated with intra-

cavitary intraoperative filling of gel and control group without

gel. Outcomes were evaluated by clinical and radiographic fol-

low-up through grey scale densitometry. Defects treatment

after bone healing in both groups was completed with histo-

logical pre-implantar examination through trephine drill and

insertion of implants. Clinical and radiographic evaluations of

the implants were performed at 12 months after functional

loading.

Soft tissues outcomes in test group show immediate haemo-

static effect, pain and swelling decrease and infective compli-

cation dejection (0%) compared to control group (6%). Gel

reduces removing stitches time at 6 days in test group

compared to 14 days in control group.

Hard tissues outcomes show faster healing time: 30% differ-

ence between ossification level in test and control group at

2 months. The difference decrease in following months until

3% at 12 months. Pre-implantar bone specimen get with

2.5 mm trephine drill shows a more dense and mature lamel-

lar bone with twisted fiber and different calcification level

allowing early implant insertion at 30–45 days in test group

compared to 60 days in control group.

Posters
Augmentation Procedures: Clinical
Cases

49
Vertical and horizontal bone regeneration with
titanium micromesh and resorbable membrane

S. Pieroni, F. Berardinelli, F. Fontana, M. Fimman�o,
C. Maiorana
Clinica Odontoiatrica Fondazione IRCCS Policlinico C�a Granda,

University of Milano, Italy

The use of titanium mesh for localized alveolar ridge augmen-

tation has been proven effective since early 90s. Aim of this

study is to report a complete healing after small micromesh

exposure within the first month after surgery. The patient

required localized alveolar ridge augmentation before place-

ment of dental implants. An equal mixture of autogenous

bone graft and inorganic bovine mineral (Bio-Oss) was used as

a bone graft material. Autogenous bone graft was harvested in-

traorally. Titanium mesh, covered by resorbable membrane

(Biogide) was submerged for 6 months. The small exposure

was treated with antibiotics and chlorhexidine. No hindrance

the regenerated bone was revealed and 6 month after first sur-

gery, two implants were correctly inserted.

50
IPG DentistEdu technique – bone augmentation
in the sinuses without sinus floor elevation

I. Georgakopoulos,1 L. Belessis,2 T. Karampinis2

1University of Patras, Greece, 2Dentist Education Institute,

Athens, Greece

This poster presents an innovative technique called the ‘IPG

DentistEdu Technique’, that will demonstrate that the sinus

floor elevation procedure is no longer necessary. This tech-

nique performs a simultaneous placement of Concentrated

Growth Factors (CGF) and Stem Cells CD34+ from the

patient’s blood, Combioss alloplastic bone grafting material

and implants, without performing a sinus lift.

On the contrary, an intentional perforation of the sinus mem-

brane is performed, which thanks to CGF’s sticking ability

will be absolutely healed.

This poster describes the placement of seven implants in the

posterior areas of the maxilla of a 50 years old female patient

utilizing the flapless technique.

What the authors believe is different with this case presenta-

tion is that the implants were introduced into both the sinus

cavities with intentional perforation of the membrane.

Concentrated Growth Factors (CGF) and Stem Cells CD34+,

as well as the Combioss alloplastic bone grafting material

(Silfradent, Italy) were used, following a certain protocol

which will be described later in this poster.
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At various stages during osseointegration, radiological exami-

nation was used to assess the increase and maturation of bone

structure formed around the implants and over the sinus floor.

This unexpected event allowed the sinus membrane to recon-

struct over the newly formed bone.

Measurements by Ostell, readings of 65–69, after 8 months

from their placement, are showing good implant stability.

51
Vertical and horizontal bone regeneration with
non-resorbable membrane in e-PTFE

F. Berardinelli, S. Pieroni, F. Fontana, M. Fimman�o,
C. Maiorana
Clinica Odontoiatrica Fondazione IRCCS Policlinico C�a Granda,

Universit�a di Milano, Italy

Objectives: Aim of this study is to present effectiveness and

predictability of the Mandibular Vertical and horizontal Ridge

Augmentation with Non-Resorbable Membrane.

Case presentation: Female subject with no health issues, who

presents mandibular atrophy and edentulism distal to tooth

‘42’. Clinical indications, to be more precise the presence of a

mesial bone peak and little mandibular bone volume, for verti-

cal and horizontal ridge augmentation with non-resorbable

membrane and allograft. The membrane used is made of

e-PTFE with a body in Titanium in order to fully adapt the

barrier to the situs and the graft is made of mineral portion of

bovine bone in order to have sufficient material to completely

fill the space beneath the membrane.

Results: Fully healed surgical zone after insertion of tenting

screws and surgical nails to protect the allograft stabilization.

Six months after healing the area is ready for a second surgical

phase with miniscrews and nails removal.

Conclusions: We deem mandibular vertical and horizontal

ridge augmentation with non-resorbable membrane a predict-

able and reliable technique to recover an atrophic area through

subsequent implants insertion.

52
Bone dysplasia and dental implants: report of two
cases

M. Alarc�on-Palacios, J. Ceccarelli Calle,
F. Figueroa Mendoza
Cayetano Heredia Peruvian University, Peru

Dental implants placed in osseous structures affected by fibro-

osseous lesions could represent outcomes with varying suc-

cess. In the present study a review of the clinical, radiological

and histological features of Osseous Dysplasia is performed

and an attempt to find the possible causes of failures in dental

implants osseointegration. Two cases of diagnosed mandibular

osseous dysplasia, in which implants were placed with

different outcomes. In the literature similar cases were not

reported previously.

Keywords: Osseous dysplasia, dental implants, idiopatic

oesteosclerosis, osseointegration.

Posters
Maintenance of Crestal Bone
Around Implants: In Vivo
Research

53
Hard and soft tissue adaptation around implants
with various configurations at the coronal aspect
(the platform switching concept revisited). An
experimental study in dogs

E. Bressan,1 S. Sivolella,1 B. Corazza,1 S. Ricci,1

D. Botticelli,2 N. P. Lang 3,4

1University of Padua, Italy, 2ARDEC Ariminum Odontologica,

Rimini, Italy, 3Universities of Zurich, Hong Kong and London,

UK, 4Professor Emeritus University of Berne

Aim: To evaluate the influence on peri-implant hard and soft

tissue adaptation of the configuration of the marginal aspect

of implants placed immediately into extraction sockets

(IPIES).

Material and methods: In six Labrador dogs Flaps were elevated

bilaterally, 2P2 and 1M1 were hemi-sectioned and both roots

of 2P2 and the distal roots of 1M1 were removed. The

implants were placed in the center of each of the distal alveo-

lus with the coronal rough margin flush with the buccal bony

plate. Cylindrical implants were installed in the right side of

the mandible. In the left side of the mandible, implants with a

reduced diameter in the coronal portion were used. After

4 months of healing, block sections of the implant sites were

obtained for histological processing and peri-implant tissue

assessment.

Results: A buccal resorption of 1.58 � 1.28 and 1.90 � 1.93 mm

at the control and of 0.26 � 0.90 and 0.14 � 0.66 mm at the test

sites were observed at the premolar and molar regions, respec-

tively. The buccal coronal level of osseointegration was located

apically to the margin of the rough surface 2.40 � 0.90 and

3.70 � 0.87 mm at the control sites and 1.19 � 0.45 and

2.16 � 0.96 mm at the test sites at the premolar andmolar sites,

respectively. All differences reached a statistical significance.

Conclusions: The use of implants with a reduced diameter in

their coronal aspect may contribute to preserve the buccal

bony crest and to maintain to a more coronal level the

peri-implant soft tissues.
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Posters
Maintenance of Crestal Bone
Around Implants: Clinical Studies

54
Evaluation of 2 years crestal bone resorption by
the insertion of post-extractive implants

M. M. Figliuzzi, R. De Fazio, R. Tiano,
F. Scordamaglia, L. Fortunato
University Magna Graecia of Catanzaro, Italy

Introduction: The predictability and reliability of the immedi-

ate post-extractive implants is today completely comparable

to implants placed in newly formed bone. The objective of

this study was to assess the maintenance of the vestibular

cortical bone up to 2 years after the implant’s insertion.

Materials and methods: Thirty implants Premium Kohno were

inserted in 30 different patients. Then, a radiographic evaluation

was performed using a intraoral RX at time 0, 1 and 2 years.

Results and conclusions: The results of the study showed an

average bone resorption of 0.15 � 0.4 mm at 1 year and of

0.2 mm � 0.4 at 2 years, also at 1 year 73% of the inserted

implants did not show any resorption while at the 2 years

check-up it was about 62%. In conclusion, the results

obtained lead to confirm the high predictability and reliability

of the immediate post-extractive implants that allow to reach

a good stability in long-term bone together with more than

satisfactory aesthetic results.

Keywords: biological width, post extractive implants, soft

tissues integration, bone implant contact.

55
Esthetic results with P.E.S. analysis of implants
inserted in esthetic zones after socket’s
preservation: retrospective study with 1 year
follow-up

M. Perelli,1 R. Abundo,1,2 G. Corrente,1,2 C. Saccone,1

M. Zambelli1

1Private Practice, Turin, Italy, 2Adjunct Professor, Penn

University, Philadelphia, PA, USA

Introduction: Bone and soft tissue remodeling after tooth

extraction happens mostly during the 4 months after surgery.

Socket Preservation technique has demonstrated to be effec-

tive in maintaining volume before implant placement. P.E.S.

is an easy and complete evaluation of esthetic parameters.

Aim of the study was to compare P.E.S. index of anterior teeth

needing to be replaced and the correspondent implant sup-

ported prostheses after socket preservation technique and with

1 year of follow-up.

Materials and methods: Twenty-four patients were enrolled in

this study. Eighteen maxillary central incisors and six

maxillary lateral incisors were extracted. P.E.S. index was pre-

viously assested. After the extraction every alveolar site was

treated with socket preservation technique and filled with Bio-

Oss mixed with fibrin glue and covered with a collagen

sponge. After 6 months of undisturbed healing, implants were

placed and let to be integrated for 4 months. After they were

regularly loaded and at 1 year of follow-up peri-implant P.E.S.

were recorded.

Results: All implants integrated successfully. No drop-outs

were recorded. Comparing P.E.S. results previously extraction

(mean: 12.25) and post implant loading (mean 12.35) they are

similar if not better for those around implants and analysing

them with t-test there are no statistically significant

differences.

Discussion: Socket preservation is a relative easy and less

technical demanding way to maintain bone and soft tissues

volume after tooth extraction. P.E.S. index is accurate to eval-

uate scores around teeth and implants. When comparing

scores before extractions and after 1 year of follow-up of

implants placed in sites preserved with socket preservation

results were similar or even better.

Conclusions: Socket preservation technique combined with a

delayed implant placement and a standard time before

implants loading has demonstrated to be effectiveness in

maintaining volumes and also esthetic values around implants

compared with P.E.S. values before tooth extraction.

56
Immediate restoration of single implants placed
immediately after tooth extraction: A five-year
prospective study

V. Borgia, A. Barone, S. Marconcini, S. Santini,
G. Derchi, U. Covani
Istituto Stomatologico Toscano, University of Pisa, Italy

The placement of implants immediately after the tooth extrac-

tion demonstrated to be a reliable surgical and prosthetic pro-

tocol, reducing the surgical stages and the need for temporary

prosthesis. This study evaluated the success rate of single

implants, immediately placed and restored, after five years.

Every 12 months, clinical and radiographic measurements

were taken, and the implants stability quotient (ISQ) was mea-

sured. The implants showed a 94.5% success rate and the hard

and soft tissues minimally changed.

57
Bone laser biostimulation applied to implant
dentistry: case report

S. Bernardi, M. A. Continenza
University of L’Aquila, Italy

Low level laser therapy (LLLT) is based on the principle that

photons produced by low power laser stimulating cromophores
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involved in Krebs Cycle such as NAD and FAD enzymes,

improve ATP production enhancing mitosis, and reducing the

time of healing for the injured tissues.

The aim of this study is to evaluate clinically the efficiency of

this therapy in the field of implant dentistry.

It was set a biostimulation protocol (based on those found in

literature –1). A Nd-Yag laser was used (length wave

1024 nm), fixing power at 1.00 W, energy at 100 mJ, and time

at 60″. An optical fiber of 600 lm was used, so as to apply it

in the fornix at the T0, the 3rd, the 5th and the 7th day from

the intervention. A patient was selected needing implant ther-

apy in both of maxillary arches, so to evaluate the therapy

clinic efficiency, only one side was treated and the other one

was used as the control.

The follow up was performed after 4 months, using the volu-

metric radiography method and comparing the two sides. It

was possible to notice that the bone formed around the fix-

tures was better for quality and much more than that one in

the other untreated side.

The bibliography and this clinic result show that LLLT

improve the patient’s comfort for the anti-inflammatory

action and can also produce the faster healing and mineraliza-

tion on the bone. Consequently it will be used in the future

as a good support treatment for the osteo-integration process

and for the success of implant therapy.

Posters
Use of Laser in Implant Dentistry

58
Implant oral rehabilitation minimally invasive
and simplified laser assisted

A. Sedran,1 M. Randisi,2 S. Carossa1

1Department of Biological Science and Human Oncology, Dental

School, University of Turin Prosthodontic Section, Italy,
2Engineer Specializing in Dental Biomaterials

Oral rehabilitation by method of laser implant assistance

which improves protocols already standardized to enable the

fixing of the maxillary bone sites depending on the high affin-

ity of erbium for water and hydroxyapatite.

When programming a prosthetically guided implantology apart

from the initial preparation, it is necessary to evaluate the

conditioning elements and the predictability of the bone inte-

gration aseptic and a non traumatic procedure.

Erbium technical laser-assist system and channeling radiation

with a no contact hand held piece with sapphire tips helps in

the replacement of the implant in the maxilla edentulous areas.

Using the Er:YAG laser in non-contact mode, the future loca-

tion and angle of the implant is outlined; and the laser is used

only on the cortical bone. The entire length of the implant

should not be lased with the laser. The procedure was started

with a vertical incision for release with a 600 µm sapphire tip.

The energy used for the incision was 200 mJ per pulse at 35 Hz.

The operator skilled in the use of laser-assisted techniques using

a more sophisticated method is more tolerated by patients. As

the radiation undergoes a decreasing penetration going from watts

to mill watts reaching levels that highly bio-stimulate cells. We

expect a quicker healing process for patients with a far better

post-operation tolerance and an enhances positive clinical results.

Posters
Piezoelectric vs. Use of Drills in
Implant Site Preparation

59
Piezoelectric vs. conventional drilling in implant
site preparation: pilot controlled randomized
clinical trial with cross-over design.

J. Blaya-Tarraga,1 D. Pe~narrocha-Oltra,1

J. Vina-Almunia,1 M. A. Pe~narrocha-Diago,1 L. Canullo2

1University of Valencia, Spain, 2Independent Researcher and

Private Practice, Rome, Italy

Introduction: Ultrasounds have been successfully used to har-

vest bone for augmentation procedures, splitting of the alveo-

lar ridge and sinus floor elevations. Recent studies have also

reported the use of ultrasounds to prepare implant sites.

Objective: To compare implant stability throughout osseointe-

gration and marginal bone loss after 12 months of implants

placed after conventional or piezoelectric osteotomy.

Materials and methods: A pilot controlled randomized clinical

study with cross-over design was performed. Thirteen patients

received two identical size implants in the mandibular molar

region. One implant site was prepared with the conventional

drilling procedure for Premium SP� implants (Sweden &

Martina) (control group) and the other site was finished with

an ultrasonic tip (Piezon Master Surgery EMS) (test group); the

technique was randomly assigned. Implant stability was evalu-

ated at implant placement and after 1, 3, 8 and 12 weeks; when

an implant achieved ISQ < 60 at baseline or failed to

osseointegrate, stability was only re-assessed after 8 and

12 weeks. The Wilcoxon test was used to assess differences in

implant stability. A first analysis involved all the patients; a sub-

analysis was performed with data for stability at 1 and 3 weeks.

Peri-implant marginal bone loss after 12 months was evaluated.

Results: Three implants had ISQ < 60 at baseline and one

implant was found mobile after 1 week. At baseline no differ-

ences in median implant stabilities were observed (69.0 test;

68.5 control); at the 8 week assessment stability was signifi-

cantly higher in the test group (73.8 vs. 68.5); after 12 weeks

stability was higher in the test group (76.3 vs. 73.8) although

differences were non-significant. The sub-analysis yielded

higher stability values in the test group after 1 (72.0 vs. 69.0)

and 3 weeks (73.3 vs. 64.5), but differences were non-signifi-

cant. Mean bone loss was almost identical in the test

(0.78 � 0.26) and control group (0.74 � 0.32 mm).
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Conclusions: The present pilot study with a small sample size

suggests that the use of ultrasounds may have a positive effect

in the development of implant stability during osseointegra-

tion. No significant differences were observed in marginal

bone loss between ultrasounds and conventional drilling. Fur-

ther studies with larger samples are necessary to evaluate the

effects of using ultrasounds for implant site preparation.

Posters
Chair-Side Argon Plasma
Treatment of Abutments

60
Cell adhesion at titanium abutments after different
cleaning procedures: RCT, preliminary results

L. Canullo,1 S. Marchionni,2 D. Pe~narrocha,3

M. G. Grusovin,4 C. Micarelli1

1Independent Researcher and Private Practice, Rome, Italy,
2University of Bologna, Italy,, 3University of Valencia, Spain,
4Cochrane Reviewer and Private Practice, Trieste, Italy

Introduction: Laboratory procedures produce contaminants on

the customized abutment. Such debris at the titanium/con-

nective tissue interface could deleteriously influence the soft

tissue adhesion and the peri-implant seal. Plasma of Argon

cleaning treatment was shown to remove pollutions and

activate the titanium surface.

Aim: This RCT was aimed to test if abutment plasma clean-

ing can affect soft tissue adhesion at early healing time.

Materials and methods: Immediately before implant re-opening,

18 screw retained healing abutments, especially designed for

the study, were divided in three groups and submitted to dif-

ferent cleaning processes: no treatment (as they come from

the manufacture, G1), laboratory customization and cleaning

by steam (G2), cleaning by plasma of Argon (G3).

One week after 2nd surgery, abutments were removed and pre-

pared for SEM analysis to qualitatively identify cells adhesion

to the abutment surface. Dedicated software was used to

quantitatively identify cells.

Data was subjected to ANOVA.

Results: Abutments demonstrated different levels of fibroblast

adhesion. 16.4 (�12.9), 8.9 (�9.2) and 46.34 (�26.8) cells/mm2

were found respectively for G1, G2 and G3.

G3 mean values were statistically significantly higher

(P < 0.005) compared to G1 and G2 values.

Conclusions: Within the limit of the study, plasma of Argon

was demonstrated to qualitatively and quantitatively enhance

cell adhesion on abutments, even at the early stage of soft

tissue healing.

Posters
Dynamic Loading Mechanical
Test of Implants

61
Evaluation of two dental implant systems
subjected to static and dynamic loading

E. Marchetti,1 S. Ratta,1 S. Mummolo,1 R. Bedini,2 G. Marzo1

1University of L’Aquila, Italy, 2Istituto Superiore di Sanit�a, Dept.

of Technology and Health, Rome, Italy

Aim of this in vitro study was to evaluate mechanical properties

of two dental implant systems testing the static fracture load

and the fatigue failure one according to the ISO 14801standards.

Were used 15 Kohno Straight implants Ø = 3.80 mm and

l = 13 mm (Sweden & Martina, Due Carrare, Pd, ITA) and

13Tapered Internal Ø = 3.80 mm and l = 12 mm (BioHorizh-

ons, Birmingham, AL, USA), both endowed with an internal

hex implant-abutment connection and with applied straight

titanium abutment torqued to 30N. Five samples of each exper-

imental group have been stressed in a static manner until col-

lapse. The subsequent loading levels of dynamic loading of the

others samples were set according to the average value of break-

age demonstrated in this test, with forces ranging sinusoidally

at a frequency of 15 Hz for 5 9 106 cycles. The average fracture

value of the static loaded implants was 430 N (SD � 35.66 N)

for the BioHorizhons group and 499.4 N (�50.10) for the

Sweden & Martina group. In the dynamic loading tests, the fati-

gue limit for the BioHorizhons implant system was 172 N,

whereas for the Sweden & Martina one it was 250 N. The

results suggest that Kohno Straight implants have good

mechanical reliability and can therefore be used with long-term

clinical outcomes for incisors and molars restorations. The

Tapered Internal implant presents pretty predictable mechani-

cal problems for its use in molar region, where dynamic occlu-

sal and functional loads can overload its mechanical properties.

Posters
Immediate Loading

62
Immediate vs. conventional loading with fixed
full-arch prosthesis in the maxilla: patient-
reported outcomes

D. Pe~narrocha-Oltra,1 L. Canullo,2

M. A. Pe~narrocha-Diago,1 U. Covani,3 M. Pe~narrocha1

1University of Valencia, Spain, 2Independent Researcher and

Private Practice, Rome, Italy, 3Istituto Stomatologico Toscano,

University of Pisa, Italy

Introduction: Advantages associated with immediate loading -

immediate esthetics, avoidance of second surgeries and of
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temporary dentures- are empirically related with higher

patient comfort and satisfaction. However, immediate loading

with fixed full-arch prostheses has been scarcely studied from

a patient-centered point of view.

Objective: To evaluate differences in patient-reported out-

comes -post-operative pain and inflammation, and patient sat-

isfaction- between immediate and conventional loading

protocols with fixed full-arch maxillary prostheses.

Materials and method: A prospective controlled non-random-

ized study with 12-month follow-up included 30 consecutive

patients requiring fixed full-arch prostheses supported by 6–8

implants in the maxilla. Fifteen patients were treated follow-

ing a conventional loading protocol (control group) and the

next 15 following an immediate loading protocol (test group).

All implants were Kohno SP (Sweden & Martina, Due Carrare,

Italy). The following variables were assessed using 10-cm

visual analogue scales: pain and inflammation daily through-

out the first week after the surgery, and patient satisfaction 3

and 12 months after implant insertion -overall satisfaction

and specific satisfaction with respect to esthetics, mastication,

phonetics, comfort, ease of cleaning and treatment duration-.

Statistical analysis was performed with non-parametric tests

(Chi-square, Mann–Whitney and Wilcoxon) setting an alpha

value of 0.05.

Results: The comparative analysis yielded no differences

between loading protocols regarding mean pain or inflamma-

tion levels at any of the studied timepoints. Maximum pain

was reached 24 h after the surgery in both groups, and was

3.9 � 2.9 for the test group and 3.3 � 2.7 for the control

group; maximum inflammation was reached after 48–72 h,

and was 4.8 � 2.7 and 5.3 � 2.9 respectively. Differences were

not statistically significant for either maximum pain or

inflammation. At the 3 month evaluation statistical analysis

showed significantly higher satisfaction with immediate load-

ing in general and for all the parameters except ease of clean-

ing. After 12 months differences in satisfaction between the

two groups no longer existed.

Conclusions: The study yielded no significant differences in

postoperative pain and inflammation after placement of 6–8

implants and immediate or conventional loading with maxil-

lary fixed full-arch prostheses. At the 3 month evaluation

patients treated following an immediate loading protocol were

significantly more satisfied; after 12 months differences

between the groups had disappeared.

63
Immediate vs. delayed implants rehabilitated
with fixed full-arch prostheses. Preliminary
report of a single-blind randomized clinical trial

H. Pellicer-Chover, D. Pe~narrocha-Oltra, J. Balaguer,
A. Aloy-Prosper, M. A. Pe~narrocha-Diago
University of Valencia, Spain

Introduction: Few studies have compared peri-implant clinical

parameters between immediate and delayed implants.

Purpose: To evaluate and compare peri-implant health, mar-

ginal bone loss and success of immediate post-extraction and

delayed implants rehabilitated with full-arch fixed prostheses.

Materials and methods: A prospective clinical pilot study was

performed including 16 patients that were randomized into

two treatment groups. In Group A implants were placed in healed

sites -at least 6 months after dental extraction- and in Group B,

patients received implants in both post-extraction and healed

sites; Group B implants placed in healed sites were excluded from

the analysis. All implants were Kohno SP implants (Sweden &

Martina, Due Carrare, Italy). The following variables were

assessed 1 week, 6 and 12 months after loading: peri-implant cre-

vicular fluid volume, plaque index, gingival retraction, keratinized

mucosa, probing depth, modified gingival index, presence of mu-

cositis, marginal bone loss and implant success.

Results: One patient from Group A failed to attend recall

visits and was excluded; 10 Group B implants placed in healed

sites were excluded from the analysis. The final sample

included 144 implants: 76 placed in healed sites and 68 placed

in post-extraction sites. One week after loading keratinized

mucosa width and probing depth were significantly higher in

immediate than in delayed implants; no differences were

observed in the rest of the assessed clinical variables. After 6

and 12 months no differences existed between the groups.

Mean marginal bone loss was 0.54 � 0.39 mm for immediate

implants and 0.66 � 0.25 mm for delayed implants

(P = 0.201). No implants failed in either group.

Conclusions: No statistically significant differences were

observed in peri-implant health parameters (crevicular fluid

volume, plaque index, gingival retraction, keratinized mucosa,

probing depth, modified gingival index and presence of muco-

sitis), marginal bone loss and implant success between imme-

diate and delayed implants rehabilitated with fixed full-arch

prostheses after 12 months of follow-up. Further studies with

longer follow-up times and larger samples are required to bet-

ter evaluate the influence of immediate or delayed implant

insertion on peri-implant health.

64
Immediate vs. conventional loading of immediate
and non-immediate implants with fixed full-arch
prostheses in the mandible: a prospective
controlled non-randomized study

S. Perez-Martinez,1 D. Pe~narrocha-Oltra,1

J. Conejero-Nuevalos,1 U. Covani,2 M. Pe~narrocha1

1University of Valencia, Spain, 2Istituto Stomatologico Toscano,

University of Pisa, Italy

Introduction: Immediate loading of implants with fixed full-

arch prostheses in the mandible is a predictable treatment but

there is a lack of scientific evidence regarding the comparison

with conventional loading in controlled studies.

Objective: To compare immediate and conventional loading

protocols for fixed full-arch mandibular prostheses supported

by implants placed in healed and post-extraction sites.
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Materials and methods: A prospective controlled non-random-

ized study with 12-month follow-up included 36 consecutive

patients requiring fixed full-arch mandibular rehabilitation

involving implants placed in healed and post-extraction sites.

Eighteen patients were treated following a conventional load-

ing protocol (control group) and the next 18 following an

immediate loading protocol (test group). Each patient received

4–6 Kohno SP implants (Sweden & Martina, Due Carrare,

Italy); implants with insertion torque <35 Ncm were conven-

tionally loaded and excluded from the analysis. The following

variables were assessed: implant success, biological and pros-

thetic complications, success of the immediately loaded provi-

sional prostheses and marginal bone loss. Statistical analysis

was performed with non-parametric tests (Chi-square, Mann–

Whitney and Kruskal–Wallis) setting an alpha value of 0.05.

Results: Two control group patients failed to attend recall vis-

its and were excluded. Twelve implants did not achieve inser-

tion torque of 35 Ncm and were excluded. The final sample

consisted of 34 patients and 183 implants, 98 in the test group

and 85 in the control group. Implant success rates were 99%

(test) and 97.6% (control) respectively. In the test group screw-

loosening was the most common complication; in the control

group, temporary dentures often caused discomfort and soft

tissue irritation. The success of the immediately loaded

prostheses was 100%. Average bone loss was 0.71 mm (SD

0.21 mm) and 0.60 mm (SD 0.18 mm) respectively.

Differences between loading protocols were not statistically

significant.

Conclusions: The present study yielded no significant differ-

ences in implant success and peri-implant marginal bone loss

between immediate and conventional loading with mandibular

fixed full-arch prostheses. Biologic and prosthetic complications

were rare with either loading protocol and all immediately

loaded provisional fixed prostheses performed successfully.

65
Immediate vs. conventional loading with fixed
full-arch prostheses in the mandible: patient-
reported outcomes

J. Conejero-Nuevalos,1 D. Pe~narrocha-Oltra,1

M. A. Pe~narrocha-Diago,1 U. Covani,2 M. Pe~narrocha1

1University of Valencia, Spain, 2Istituto Stomatologico Toscano,

University of Pisa, Italy

Introduction: Immediate loading provides several advantages -

immediate esthetics, avoidance of second surgeries and of

temporary dentures- which are often associated in the daily

practice with higher patient comfort and satisfaction. How-

ever, immediate loading with fixed full-arch prostheses has

been scarcely studied from a patient-centered point of view.

Objective: To evaluate differences in patient-reported out-

comes -post-operative pain and inflammation, and patient

satisfaction between immediate and conventional loading

protocols with fixed full-arch mandibular prostheses.

Materials and method: A prospective controlled non-random-

ized study with 12-month follow-up included 36 consecutive

patients requiring rehabilitation of their partially edentulous

mandible with implant-supported fixed full-arch prostheses.

Eighteen patients were treated following a conventional load-

ing protocol (control group) and the next 18 following an

immediate loading protocol (test group). All implants used

were Kohno SP (Sweden & Martina, Due Carrare, Italy). The

following variables were assessed using 10-cm visual analogue

scales: postoperative pain and inflammation daily during the

first week, and patient satisfaction after 3 and 12 months -

overall satisfaction and specific satisfaction with respect to

esthetics, mastication, phonetics, comfort, ease of cleaning

and treatment duration. Statistical analysis was performed

with non-parametric tests (Chi-square, Mann–Whitney and

Wilcoxon) setting an alpha value of 0.05.

Results: The comparative analysis yielded significantly lower

mean postoperative pain in the test group from the 2nd day

onwards, and no differences between loading protocols regard-

ing inflammations at any of the studied timepoints. Mean

maximum pain was reached 24 h after the surgery in both

groups, and was 3.4 � 2.1 for the test group and 4.4 � 1.8 for

the control group; mean maximum inflammation as reached

after 48–72 h, and was 4.4 � 2.3 and 4.9 � 2.1 respectively.

Differences were not statistically significant for either mean

maximum pain or inflammation. At the 3 month evaluation

statistical analysis showed significantly higher satisfaction

with immediate loading in general and for all the parameters

except esthetics and ease of cleaning. After 12 months differ-

ences in satisfaction between the two groups no longer

existed.

Conclusions: The study yielded significantly lower postopera-

tive pain with immediate loading and no differences in inflam-

mation after placement of 4–6 implants between immediate

and conventional loading with mandibular fixed full-arch pros-

theses. At the 3 month evaluation patients treated following

an immediate loading protocol were significantly more satis-

fied; after 12 months differences in satisfaction between the

groups had disappeared.
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Immediate vs. conventional loading of immediate
and non-immediate implants with fixed full-arch
prostheses in the maxilla: a prospective
controlled non-randomized study

R. Alonso-Gonzalez,1 D. Pe~narrocha-Oltra,1

J. Cervera-Ballester,1 U. Covani,2 M. Pe~narrocha1

1University of Valencia, Spain, 2Instituto Stomatologico Toscano,

University of Pisa, Italy

Introduction: According to recent literature reviews, immedi-

ate loading of implants with fixed full-arch prostheses can be

performed in the maxilla but there is a lack of scientific evi-

dence regarding the comparison with conventional loading in

controlled studies.
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Objective: To compare immediate and conventional loading

protocols for fixed full-arch maxillary prostheses supported by

implants placed in healed and post-extraction sites.

Materials and methods: A prospective controlled non-random-

ized study with 12-month follow-up included 30 consecutive

patients requiring fixed full-arch prostheses supported by

implants placed in healed and post-extraction sites. Fifteen

patients were treated following a conventional loading proto-

col (control group) and the next 15 following an immediate

loading protocol (test group). Each patient received 6–8 Kohno

SP implants (Sweden & Martina, Due Carrare, Italy); implants

with insertion torque <35 Ncm were conventionally loaded

and excluded from the analysis. The following variables were

assessed: implant success, biological and prosthetic complica-

tions, success of the immediately loaded provisional prosthe-

ses and marginal bone loss. Statistical analysis was performed

with non-parametric tests (Chi-square, Mann–Whitney and

Kruskal–Wallis) setting an alpha value of 0.05.

Results: One test group patient failed to attend recall visits

and was excluded. Sixteen implants did not achieve insertion

torque of 35 Ncm and were excluded. The final sample con-

sisted of 29 patients and 193 implants, 94 in the test group

and 99 in the control group. Implant success rates were 96.8%

(test) and 99.0% (control) respectively. In the test group screw-

loosenings and a resin tooth fracture were registered; in the

control group nine patients reported discomfort or soft tissue

irritation caused by the dentures. The success of the immedi-

ately loaded prostheses was 100%. Average bone loss was

0.62 mm (SD 0.23 mm) and 0.53 mm (SD 0.26 mm) respec-

tively. Differences between loading protocols were not statisti-

cally significant.

Conclusions: The present study yielded no significant differ-

ences in implant success and peri-implant marginal bone loss

between immediate and conventional loading of maxillary fixed

full-arch prostheses. Biologic and prosthetic complications

were rare with either loading protocol and all immediately

loaded provisional fixed prostheses performed successfully.
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Immediate rehabilitation with fixed prosthesis by
intraoral welding of a titanium bar: on welding
technique

L. Lepidi,1 C. Suriano,1 L. Gaspari2

1Private Practice, Foggia and Andria, Italy, 2Private Practice,

Vicenza, Italy

Prospective study evaluating the feasibility and success of a

little-known technique. Denture acrylic resin with framework

made from titanium abutments screwed and welded in the

mouth, functionalized day. The study shows a 100% rate suc-

ces of implants in the medium term (120 days), comfort for

the patiens during the period of osseointegration.

Over recent years, clinical research has focused on techniques

of immediate rehabilitation. The purpose is to evaluate the

feasibility and success of the endoral electro-welding

technique.

Materials and methods: Nine patients treated with nine lower

prostheses on 67 implants (Global and Kohno, Sweden &

Martina). The criteria of inclusion is: fixture with torque

� 45 Ncm. Abutments in titanium were screwed with torque

of 20 Ncm on fixtures and electro-welded in the mouth with a

1.2 mm-thick titanium bar. An acrylic-resin prosthesis was

made directly onto the welded structure and rendered func-

tional on the same day. Clinical checks and X-rays at 15 days,

1, 3 and 4 months. At 4 months, the welded bar was removed

and criteria of implant success (as per Smith and Zarb) were

noted, and the level of patient satisfaction was monitored.

Results: No implant failed, with a 100% success rate during

the study period. Ninety-percent of patients declared them-

selves satisfied.

Discussion: The advantages: rapid clinical result and post-

implant healing, patient comfort during the period of tempori-

sation, patient satisfaction during treatment, low cost. The

subsequent execution of a non-resin prosthesis ensures long-

term rehabilitation.

Conclusions: This technique achieves two aims at once – clin-

ical success for the operator and immediate functional comfort

for the patient. Further studies are necessary to evaluate the

results.
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Metal free immediate loading: a new prosthetic
protocol

N. Petrillo
Private Practice, Lecce, Italy

A better understanding of the biological mechanisms of osseoin-

tegration has resulted in a shortening of load implant. The result

is a basic revision of prosthetic procedures designed to immedi-

ately load endosseous implants. The method illustrated in this

article, using the principle of coupling conometrics, offers a fur-

ther possibility of realizing the immediate loading of implants

without having to resort to the realization of metal structures or

to the cementation of the prosthesis with a greater respect for the

peri-implant soft tissues, within a short time frame.

69
Direct prosthetic framework (D.P.F.)

A. De Maria, L. Tamagnone
Private Practice, Turin, Italy

A case report is used to described a simple technique to fabri-

cate and deliver an immediate loading provisional prostheses.

Several techniques have been proposed to provide a definitive

or provisional implant-supported full-arch fixed prosthesis in

6–72 h after placing 4–6 implants.

Material failures, particularly with complete-arch manufacts

made entirely of acrylic resin, have been reported, suggesting

the need of a reinforcing framework even in the early period
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of loading. Cast metal framework seems to be the best way to

strengthen the provisional restoration. This causes however

an increase of delivery time caused by making impression and

transfer to the laboratory the exact tridimensional position of

implants, pouring the cast, and constracting the metal frame-

work with lost-wax technique.

This protocol describes an intraoral prosthetic procedure

which includes the intraoral assembling of a castable resin

framework which is casted and cemented on the provisional

cylinders to achieve the greatest passivity.

The use of specifically designed components allows to easily

fabricate intraorally a castable resin framework, decreasing the

delivery time and the cost of the restoration. A precise impres-

sion to transfer to the prosthodontic laboratory the exact tridi-

mensional position of the abutments is not needed and the

relationship between framework and abutments is not

afflicted by errors in impression making or laboratory proce-

dures. Furthermore the provisional prostheses realized using

this technique may be used as a jig to report the exact position

of implants when realizing the final restoration.

Intraoral cementation of the metal framework eliminates the

problem of misfit of the metal, which would require the cut and

the welding of the girder, and it guarantees an excellent passivity.

Posters
Cad-Cam Approach to Implant
Prosthodontics

70
Fresh sockets’ morphological changes through
the key role of the immediate loading and of the
new technologies for the achievement of ideal
esthetic results in the complex cases

S. Garocchio,1 E. Camaioni2

1Private Practice, Campobasso and Rome, Italy, 2Dental

Technician, Montesilvano, PE, Italy

Achieving a successful result in the implant therapy does not

depend anymore only on the osseointegration or on the correct

position of the implant. The clinical success should require

the achievement of a good aesthetic result, establishing a high

quality balance between the ‘pink’ and the ‘white’ of the

dental-gingival complex.

The correct treatment plan must optimize these concepts in

the simple cases, but especially in large and complex cases.

Doing a provisional immediate load in complex cases allows us to

immediately affect and change the alveolus morphology accord-

ing to the treatment plan carried out through a diagnostic wax.

The use of new technologies plays a key role both for the pro-

duction of the provisional immediate CAD-CAM and for the

management of the final prosthetic stages.

71
Prosthetic rehabilitative possibilities with the
CAD-CAM ECHO technique

C. Chust L�opez,1 R. Agust�ın-Panadero,2

M. A. Ramirez,2 M. Pe~narrocha2

1Dental Technician, Valencia, Spain, 2University of Valencia,

Spain

Introduction: What we propose is planning a prosthetic reha-

bilitation of a patient who has had maxillary and jawbone

implants with the intention of an implant-supported full reha-

bilitation. This rehabilitation will be developed technically

using the technology offered by the CAD.

Development: Once we have evaluated the possibilities offered

by the implants placed in the patient; depending on their posi-

tion in the maxillary arch and jaw, the mesiodistal and vestib-

ulo-palatal tilt, implant length information and possible

surgical complications, our prosthodontic specialist will plan

the prosthetic dental work to be done. The prosthodontic spe-

cialist take into account all the aspects previously evaluated

as well as the appropriate materials to be used.

We will perform all the structural work with the CAD-CAM

technique. In the superior part of the mouth we will use

screwed prosthesis (Toronto bridge), alternating direct connec-

tions to the implants, with P.A.D connections. In the jawbone

we will create perfectly parallelized abutments thanks to the

Sweden-Martina software, and then we will make a cemented

prosthesis made of cobalt chrome.

Objective: Thanks to the ECHO system technology, we can

create structures with the same design as if made in a tradi-

tional way, but with a precision and alignment which are

impossible using the traditional methods.

Conclusion: With the technology offered by the SWEDEN-

MARTINA ECHO system we have a wide range of possibili-

ties when creating our structures with a precision that is

impossible to achieve using traditional methods.

Posters
Overdenture: Clinical Cases
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The horizontal denture: a prosthodontic alternative
for patients with severe maxillary atrophy

R. Agust�ın-Panadero, D. Pe~narrocha-Oltra,
E. Candel-Mart�ı, B. Garc�ıa-Mira, M. A. Pe~narrocha-Diago
University of Valencia, Spain

Introduction: Overdentures offer the advantage of easy hygiene

maintenance but the disadvantage of being removable. Hybrid

prostheses are fixed but tend to accumulate large quantities of

plaque. From a prosthetic perspective, the implant-supported
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treatment of atrophied edentulous maxillae should ideally

unite the advantages of overdentures and hybrid prostheses.

Objective: To describe the Horizontal Denture�, a new

implant-supported prosthetic alternative for edentulous

patients with atrophied edentulous maxillae, designed to com-

bine the advantages of conventional removable overdentures

and hybrid fixed prostheses. Two cases treated following this

prosthetic approach are presented.

Materials and method: The Horizontal Denture� (Justo Rubio

Dental Laboratory, Valencia, Spain) is an implant-supported

removable horizontal slide-in prosthesis. The overdenture

superstructure slides horizontally in antero-posterior direction

onto an implant-supported primary structure and is retained

by friction. Two patients with atrophic upper maxillae were

rehabilitated following this technique. Eight Kohno�SP

implants (Sweden & Martina, Due Carrare, Italy) implants

were inserted in the first case and six in the second. Prosthetic

and implant complications and patient satisfaction were

analyzed over a 12-month follow-up.

Results: Neither prosthetic nor implant complications were

observed during the follow-up period. Patient satisfaction with

the slide-in prostheses was very high.

Conclusions: The Horizontal Denture� prosthetic design was

described and two patients were rehabilitated. This technique

allowed, like conventional overdentures, camouflage of the

fixing screw access holes and a good hygiene, while providing

a biomechanical behavior equivalent to a fixed prosthesis.

Both patients were highly satisfied with the treatment.

73
Effect of implant-supported full-mouth prosthetic
rehabilitation on the aesthetics of perioral tissues

S. M. Lupi, M. Cislaghi, S. Rizzo, M. Colombo,
R. Rodriguez y Baena
University of Pavia, Italy

Two patients, a man and a woman, aged between 70 and 75 years,

reported to the practice at the Implant Dentistry Service of the

Department of Surgical Clinical, Diagnostic and Pediatric Sciences,

University of Pavia. Both patients totally edentulous with a vertical

and centripetal resorption of the alveolar process of the maxillary

bone. Marked wrinkles were visible on perioral soft tissues.

The patients were photographed in standardized and repeatable

positions. All relevant data concerning the quality and number

of wrinkles were recorded. Both patients were rehabilitated

with total prosthesis stabilized by implants (overdenture).

Patients were photographed again in the same positions of the

first picture, and the modificaytion of the wrinkles were evalu-

ated. From the comparison of the pictures, the difference in

quality and number of perioral wrinkles is evident. As shown in

this clinical report, and with due caution for the low number of

samples considered, implant-supported rehabilitation (overden-

ture) can lead to an improvement of aesthetics of perioral area

with a considerable improvement in quality and quantity of

these wrinkles.

Posters
A Novel Implant Removal
Technique
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Heat transfer in a bone-implant system: an
advanced FEM Model

C. Stacchi,G.Turco,A.Toschetti, E.Nobile, R.Di Lenarda
University of Trieste, Italy

Aims: Implant removal, required in case of malpositions or

failures, can result in significant bone defects. Few case

reports describe implant removal after heating of the fixture:

however, a standardization is necessary to obtain predictable

results. Aim of this study is to create a high-fidelity FEMmodel of a

bone-implant system, validated by in vitro tests, to set the most

appropriate parameters for a minimally invasive implant removal

using heating.

Materials and methods: An advanced 3-D FEM model was cre-

ated to simulate the behavior of a bone-implant system under

thermal variations. Its validation was performed by in vitro

tests using implants inserted in bovine bone and heated with

a 100°C source. Temperatures were recorded using thermocou-

ples at different depths and distances from the implant.

Results: The threshold temperature of 47°C was reached after

65.2 s at 0.5 mm from the implant, after 89.3 s at 1 mm, after

110.9 s at 1.5 mm. The temperature of 47°C was never

reached within 140 s at 2 mm distance. Differences between

temperatures resulted statistically significant. Implant length

and distance from heat source are factors influencing thermal

variations.

Conclusions: It seems possible to produce a controlled ther-

mally-induced injury to the bone-implant interface, allowing

for a minimally invasive implant removal. In vivo histologic

studies are necessary to analyze quality and quantity of bone-

implant interface modifications after heat-induced injury.

Keywords: implant removal, thermal injury, FEM model.
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